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District Attorney of Colfax Reverend E. McQueen Gray F. P. Crichton Succumbs to River is Reaching the Danger Paulhan

County Will Step Out of
Office Before March 1

GOES

NOT

STATE

REASONS DELEGATES

ARE

Mark Near Saint
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Reaches a Height Uncle Sam Will Throw Open
of Five Thousand
594,132 Acres Near Pecos
Feet
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But It Is Said His Private Prac- Andrews and Cameron Members When the Grim Reaper Without Bridges Are Swept Away But Enthusiastic Visitors Present the But Land Will Be Open for
Otherwise Amount of Desof Republican Congressional
Settlement March 25
the Slightest Warning
tice Demands All His
Champion With a Magnifi
is
Small.
Silver
Him.
Called
truction
Committee.
cent
Attention.
Cup.
Warning is Given.
i
J.
When Chief Justice "William
Mills becomes governor of. New Mex- ico on March 1, he will have a vacancy in the district attorney's office
(if Colfax county to fill, for Hon. El- ;
mer E. Studley, the present incumbent, has tendered his resignation to
Governor Curry. The letter of resignation is as follows:
Hon. George Curry,
Governor of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Sir: Herewith I tender you my
resignation as district attorney of Colfax county, the same to take effect
upon your vacating the office of executive of this territory.
Believe me to be always, my dear
Governor,
Faithfully yours,
ELMER E. STUDLEY.
District Attorney of Colfax county,
New Mexico.
Friends of Mr. Studley stated today
that he will resign and not seek any
higher political position, because he
wishes to devote all of his time and
energies to his legal business in

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Jan. 13. After two
days of constant and hard fighting
Delegate Andrews received from the
on territories a
House committee
unanimous and favorable report on
the New Mexico statehood bill with no
changes. He is working very hard to
get the report ready to present to the
"Wo will nb- thnf fhf
VTmicfa
tnHnv
bill be given - prompt consideration.
Delegate Cameron of Arizona received
a favorable report on the Arizona
bill. Delegate Andrews has introduced y the House joint resolutions
disapproving New Mexico Council
bill No. 8G changing county seats and
the
Council bill No. 160, abolishing
county of Sierra, creating different
boundaries and changing the county

In a most tragic manner, last evening, death stalked into the midst of
a prayer meeting at the First Presbyterian church, and without the
slightest sign of warning claimed as
its victim F. P. Crichton, the aged
CrichtOU
pillar of the congregation.
had arisen to address his fellow
churchmen on the subject of "John
the Baptist.' He was proceeding in a
very interesting manner, his voice
clear and firm. Suddenly just as he
finished the sentence "And he spake
as a prophet, (Jnchton s neaa snap-be- d
forward and he fell to the floor, a
corpse. For a moment all present
were dumfounded, seemingly paralyzed with dread and fear. Then a num- ber rushed to the side of the aged and
seat.
stricken man. The family physician,
and Cameron Dr. W. S. Harroun, was speedilysum- Delegates Andrews
were elected members of the Repub-- moned but he could only
oborate
lican Congressional committee.
was be-the evidence that Cricht
Without consulting or advising with j yon(i au earthly assistan
any one Kev. K McQueen Gray, pres--;
word was then seat to Roy J.
dent of the Universify of New Mexi- - j Crichton, the son, whwas attending
co appeared before the committee on
Upon his
nieeting elsewhece
and delivered a speech in ' ,val th body waremoved to the
which he asked for more lands for the resdence on Cathedral street.
' nmvorcirv
Aa srnrorl tnilT lira win TP.
As district attorney Mr. btudley is mam at Washington two months
if
said to have shown ability and aggres- - necessary in order to have his bill
siveness. He is a graduate of the law ,)ass botu the Senate and the House.
'
department of Cornell University, His action is being adversely critcized
naving siuuiea uuaer me uuieu junou, oy niemuers oi me caumei, uie oeuaue
Dean Huffcut, counsellor for Governor and the House. The "committee on
Hughes and at the time of his death territories finally ruled him out by go-- 1
recognized as one of the brightest ing into executive session.
Washington, Jan. 13 The New
j
legal lights of the Empire state.
Mexico and Arizona statehood bill was
Was Newspaper Man.
Mr. Studley later entered journalis- - completed, today by the House com
tic fields and served on a Buffalo pa- mittee on territories and ordered re
per with Samuel G. Blythe. Hearing ported.
of the wonderful opportunities of New
Mexico and meeting Judge McMillan SEVERAL MILES OF
PAVING TO BE LAID.
in a hotel in Buffalo one night Mr.
Studley decided to come out here and
So Announces Mayor Pratt of Spopractice law. He has been a success
kane Several Million Dollars
and was elected to the legislature. He
in Other Improvements.
was later appointed district attorney
Wash., Jan. 13. Mayor N.
Spokane,
of Colfax county and has tried many
S.
several miles
announces
j

I

St. Louis, Jan. 13.
ice gorge
in the Missouri river at Hermann,
Missouri, which broke last night
reached St. Louis this morning. In
an hour the Mississippi river here
lose more than a foot. The Eorees
t)tow
rjfv rontimip to hnlrl and
thp wntpr i nnw flnsp In fhf dnnirpr
mark.
Ferry Boat Sinks.
St. Louis, Jan. 13. The weather
buieau savs that the flood stase will
probably be reached in twenty-fou- r
ilours uniess the gorges below the
city break. A ferry boat at Venice,
Lis., has been sunk by ice jam.
Tears Down Wagon Bridge.
Lawrence, Kans., Jan. 13. The ice
gorge of the Kansas river reached
The

Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 13. Louis
Paulhan, the French aviator, who became world champion here yesterday
by breaking all high flight records,
may try a flight to San Diego, more
than a hundred miles south in an air
line. According to the official record,
Paulhan yesterday ascended
nearly
five thousand feet when he returned
to earth. Enthusiastic visitors from
San Diego presented him with a magnificent silver cup and invited him to
visit San Diego, at his convenience.
He said he saw no reason why he
should not attempt such a flight, but
this is Pasadena day at the meeting
and he may try a flight to that city in-

Thousands of homeseekers will
soon have an opportunity to file homestead claims on lands near the Pecos
National Forest according to advices
just received by Thomas R. Stewart,
supervisor of the Pecos national forest from G. V. Proudiit, the assistant
commissioner of the general land office.

communication
states
that
acres of public lands which
were temporarily withdrawn for forestry purposes in 1906 and 1907 near
the Pecos national forest if not otherwise withdrawn, reserved or applied
will be open for settlement March 23
of this year. It is stated, however,
stead.
that these lands will not be open to
Rain was threatened during the entry or filing or selection until April
Lawrence today carrying out the wagbreeze 25.
on bridge and causing much damage morning and a rather brisk
The assistant land commissioner
was blowing, but nevertheless the
The
between here and Lecompton.
continues,
on
machines
aviators
their
saying:
kept
ice as it' moved down the river was
maon
at
work
keiit
their
is hereby expressly given
"Warning
tossed forty feet in the air. Schools
north of Lawrence are closed, and chines tuning them up for record that no person will be permitted to
gain or exercise, any right whatever
the electric light plant is out of busi- - trials this afternoon.
under any settlement or occupation
ness.
PAUL CLEIN GRANTED
begun after December 30, 1909, prior
Kansas River Now Falling.
NEW LEASE OF LIFE to March 26, 1910, and all such setTopeka, Kans.,' Jan. 13. The Kantlement or occupation is hereby forsas river rose ten feet during the Convicted of Murder in First
bidden provided that nothing herein
Degree
a
night. The bridges at Williard,
contained shall prevent the assertion
for the Killing of Jan Lewan-dosk- i.
were swept
and Lecompton
of legal rights under the provisions
away by ice jams, but otherwise the
of an act entitled 'An act to establish
13.
Paul
Jan.
Clein
Spokane,
flood damage is small. The river is
convicted of murder in the first degree a court of private land claims and
now falling.
to provide for settlement of private
by a jury in the Spokane county su
Danger to Shipping.
land
claims in certain states and tercourt
fall
on
last
the charge
perior
Jan. 13. Danger to of
Louisville,
ritories, and which was approved
Jan
has
been
Lewandoski,
killing
shipping has been increased as the re- granted a new lease of life.
March 31, 1S91."
Judge J.
suit of heavy rains and consequent
Mr. Stewart will probably have a
Stanley Webster holds that a state
rise in the Ohio river. The most ser- - court
no jurisdiction to try or description of this property In a day
has
ious ice gorge in the Ohio river, is at
punish a person for a crime commit or two. The news that this big slice
Brandenburg, Ky., where the ice is ted upon a government
reservation, of forest is to be thrown open to
piled fourteen feet for a distance of and in
motion
a
for a new homestead seekers has created much
granting
IfSfiS' miles.
:
.
. ..a.
trial he said there is no evidence that interest and, 4t is thought that this-ithe body was dragged to the place only another step to develop the wonCONVICT MAKES CONFESSION.
where it was found on March 21, derful resources of New Mexico
1909. Fred C. Pugh, prosecuting atin
Admits Guilt
Gunness Atrocities
of Spokane county, says in a MINISTER AND
torney
EVANGELIST
Feared Death Was
note to Joseph B. Lindsley, United
CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS.
Near.
States district attorney, that while he
looks upon the order as equivalent to
13.
Has Quit the Pulpit After a StrenuSt. Louis, Jan.
Ray Lamphere a dismissal, he believes the
Pratt
that
proof of
cases.
ous Prohibition Campaign and
in
important
who
the
died
penitentiary guilt is strong, adding that he will furrecently
of high grade paving will be laid in
Mr. Studley was in the city a few
of Michigan City, Indiana, were he nish evidence, records
Goes in for Politics.
the residence districts in Spokane this
and data in his
was serving a life term for complicity
days ago. and when asked if it were year, the work
on April 1.
a
with
to
view
possession
beginning
bringing
not true that he had aspirations to In addition the
in murders on the farm of Mrs. Belle the
Spokane,
Wash., Jan. 13. Rev.
city engineering deprisoner to justice. Clein maniwear the ermine denied it positively.
his
he
when
confessed
Gunness,
guilt
fested his satisfaction when Judge Charles H. Braden, an evangelist of
partment has awarded contracts for
Intimate friends of his declared that more than $3,500,000 worth of pubic
believed death near, according to a Webster
F. P. Crichton.
granted a new trial, but in Spokane, who figured prominently in
Mr. Studley has a large legal practice
copyrighted story in the Post Dis- conversation afterward he appeared the nation's news, a few years ago
exis
work, including bridges, and it
and that he would be better satisfied pected there will be
patch today. The confession was made to take it as a matter of course, stout- when he decorated the street windows
expenditheavy
to attend to that than to seek, "judi- ures in other
' lines.
to Rev. Dr. A. Schell and held by him ly
The
building
maintaining his innocence, as he of a local saloon with "horrible exThe death of Mr. Crichton came as inviolate but also made to another
cial honors."
1909 a severe shock to everyone.
has
amples" in the cause of prohibition,
since the night of his arrest.
building
during
operations
Though man of unassailable character. Lam
Governor Praises Him.
and then gave the owner of the drink-er- y
amounted to nearly $9,000,000, and it seventy-thre- e
acstill
of
he
age
years
to his confession, as- FLAMES DESTROY COSTLY
When interviewed today Governor is believed the work this year will
a certificate of character, saying
phere
according
carof
in his trade
sisted Mrs. Gunness in disposing of
Curry announced that he would ac- - eclipse that record. The Spokane tively engaged
Y. M. C. A. BUILDING. among other things "xie is a man of
all
and
contractor
and
nearly
the bodies of three men murdered in
cept me resignation or District At- - County Good Roads Association,
of penter
Boston, Jan. 13. The Y. M. C. A. his word," has quit the pulpit and his
torney Studley and added: "This res- - wnich Frederick H. Mason, now trav- - of yesterday had been working at the j the Gunness home during 1907 s He building located in the Black Bay dis side line as a real estate broker to
i
v
Temnle buildins:.
Strong
sj t,at? luuugui
i Masnnip.
ienation is madfi entirelv voluntarily
i
uc xtau
v.j liuu leueiveua trict, and one of the finest of its kind do a stunt of insurging. He is a
aaii
was
if
seldom
ever,
he
and
as
as
healthy
much
he
I
Mr.
whom
considered him- in America burned this
by
profit
appointed last nins a camnaien for more than 100
Studley
candidate for Congress to
morning. The
fact making his death all the self entitled to, and went to the farm
this
ill,
March. I have a high regard for Mr. mnes of country
loss is two hundred thousand dollars. succeed Miles Poindexter of Spokane,
highways out of
more unexpected.
house on night with a woman, chloro- Its chemical
both, as an attorney and as a kane for the next five
years, the coun- laboratory ranked next also an insurgent, who has shied his
he was born near formed Mrs. Gunness, her three chil- to
Of
Scotch
man. He is a personal friend of ty, state and the
parents,
variin
the
the
Harvard
and the Massachusetts caster into the arena as an aspirant for
people'
mine and has long been such. His ous districts
Dunham, Scotland, on April 27th, 1837. dren and Jennie Olson. The light Institute of Technology.
senatorial honors. Mr. Braden is one
sharing in the cost.
He was the seventh of twelve child- they used was a candle and they left
resignation will take effect February
of 17 candidates in various
parts ot
28th."
ren born to James and Elizabeth Lie house without knowing they had
the Third district, taking in eastern
educasoon
His
a
left behind
burst
early
(Foster) Crichton.
Crampton or Leahy.
spark that
Washington, with four counties to
As regards the selection of a suction was received in the Scotland into flames. Mrs. Gunness method oi FEDERA L
hear from. He is "again" Cannon
cessor to Mr. Studley it is rumored
schools. At the youthful age of eight killing her victims according to Lamand Aldrich and favors throwing
that E. C. Crampton or J. Leahy
he sang in the Boy's Choir in the ca- phere, first to chloroform them as
them out of office, boots and breeches.
will likely be mentioned for the place
He would also like to take a few falls
thedral of Durham. In the year 1851 they slept and if the drug did not kill
which Judge Mills will fill after he
out of corporate interests and other
he came to America, later becoming a them to sever the heads with an axe.
takes office in March. It Is said that
Each time a man was to be murderresident of Bristol, Pa. In the latter
things. He will organize a club of
both attorneys have many friends in
H.
ed
E.
Mrs.
met
married
and
according to Lamphere, Mrs. Gunhe
progressive Republicans in a short
city
Colfax county and one or the other
Possibly Six More Will be Rodan, who now survies him after ness sent him for chloroform. Lamp- Will Likely Be Laid Be- - time and make a thorough campaign
in the district.
forty-fiv- e
years of married life. Two here said he saw one of the men killfore Congress Next
or i nirty
Saved
Engineer Sullivan Completes Hondo
children also survive. Roy J. Crichton ed and aided in burying all three.
Survey.
One
Week
and Mrs. Rose (Crichton) McBride,
PUTS MOVABLE DAM
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. SulBITTER WORDS PASS.
both living in Santa Fe. A brother of
OUT OF COMMISSION.
livan transmitted yesterday to Judge
the deceased is living in Glasgow,
Alford W. Cooley the maps and re- STEAMER
in
Stockat
T A FULL
CZARINA WRECKED Scotland, and another brother in Aus- Personalities Indulged
Judge Dunn Orders Washington Wa-te- r
ports with other papers of the Hondo
men's Meet New Officers
tralia.
Power Company to Remove
Elected.
hydrographic survey' which has been
Came Here in 1881.
Bear
Trap and Head Gate.
carried out under his department for
Sea Is Raging Impeding the Mr. Crichton came to Santa Fe from
Congressmen Will so Insist and
conthe past two years. Te report of the High
13.
The
c i
Denver, Colo., Jan.
Bristol in 1881 and has always been
Also Believe Amendments
Work
g
Spokane. Wash.. Jan. 13 whnn
territorial engineer oa this survey, In.
l&
one of the foremost citi vention of the National Livestock
as
regarded
R. N. Dunn of the Kootenai
111 Fated Men.
Judge
Aid
to
deas
it
does
Necessary.
the water rights of i
volving
zens. He stood especially high in
today overwhelmingly
county district court at Coeur d'AIene,
of
control
of
nearly 300 persons to the use of wa-- 1
federal
favor
stolid
A
in
clared
church and Masonic circles.
Idaho, ordered the
Water
ter along this stream and tributaries, ' Marshfield. Ore.. Jan. 13. Of the and staunch Presbyterian he was ever the open range, in spite of the proWashington, Jan. 13. Now that the i'ower Company, a Washington
120,000,000
corporIs of especial interest to the people of thirty-on- e
steamColorado
that
local
tests
of
the
men on the
delegates
main features of the federal incor- ation, to remove the
an indefatigable worker for the
bear trap and
wese vaneys ana me territory in gen-- er Czarina, which struck on Cooa Bay First Presbyterian church of which at federal control and the lease law benebill recommended by the headgate on the north channel of the
poration
ex
at
the
fited
big cattle companies
the time of his death he was an elder
UU
"
Ufll J CD LCi U.O.J
The application of the El Paso and have been rescued and possibly six and clerk of the church session. He pense of small stockmen. The reso President have become known, a Spokane river at Post Falls, Idaho, by
is being shown by February 1, 1910, he decreed that one
Rock Island Railroad Company to
more, Including Captain Dugan and was noted for his kindliness and lution commending the administration strong disposition
of the
dams In
change the place and tise of five sec- - Harrols Mills, will be saved. Harry great charity, and was beloved by all of Gifford Pinchot and advocating a the members of Congress to insist not America largest moveable
should
be put out of comond feet of water on the Rio Bonito Kentzell, first assistant engineer, was who knew him. He was a prominent range lease law under federal control only on a full discussion but also on mission. In
this decision the settlers
was primarily the cause of this sur- Mason, having held the office of sec was adopted. The discussion led to amendments which they believe nec- and ranchers on the low lands in that
piCked up unconscious in the break-veOwing to litigation arising be- - ers late yesterday and early today the retary, junior and senior warden in bitter personalities between
to make the law effective in district scored the first point in a
fore the engineer on this application, Second Assistant
En-inMackenzie and E. M. Am essary
J. Robin-th- e the local Montezuma Lodge No. 1.
drawn out legal battle and openIn long
railway company petitioned the son was washed ashore. When morn-distri- Only last December he was elected to nions of Littleton, Colo. Resolutions dealing with great corporations.
ed the way for similar action along
court for an adjudication of ing broke, half a dozen men could be the office of worshipful master, an of- condemning the Payne tariff law and deed It is believed nothing short of other lines. The dam
closes an opthe water rights along this stream seen lashed to the rigging of the. last fice that was one of his greatest am- advoating the increase of power of tremendous administration influence ening 110 feet In width. The works
system and later the court ordered remaining mast A tremendous sea is bitions to hold. He was also con- the Interstate commerce commission will enact is into a law. The need of was installed at an expenditure of
a hydrograhic survey made by the still
dashing over the vessel, and the spicuous in the circles of the Grand and fixing the minimum speed limit a forfeiture clause by which a cor- several hundred thousand dollars at
department of territorial engineer.
0
life savers are unable to reach her Army of the Republic, being a mem- for stock trains was also adopted. poration persistently violating the a point where between 15,000 and
Mur-dThe survey Just completed appear-- 0r even approach close enough to fire ber of Carlton Post He and his two President Jastro,
horse power electrical energy is
law can have its charter revoked Is
ed to the New Mexican reporter to bq the life line. The men in the
Mackenzie and Second Vice-Predeclared absolutely necessary. Many developed to operate street cars in
rigging brothers, John and Charles J., fought
as fine a specimen of engineering are believed to Include
and , furnish
Captain in the Civil war the latter being killed dent Joseph M. Carey, of Cheyenne, congressional laws also advocate com Spokane and vicinity
skill as he has seen In other irriga- - Dugan, Harold Mills, the only pas- - in battle. On July 17. 18C1. F. B. were
Ft. Worth, Tex., was pulsory Instead .of voluntary federal power for the big mines in the Coeur
The bill is likely to d'AIene district, 128 miles east of
selected as the meeting place of the j Incorporation.
senger, Purecer, Hedges and First
(Continued on Page Eight.)
be laid before Congress next week. Spokane.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
next convention. '
Officer Hungas.
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THE

Wheal

Old

Imperial
Jersy Cream
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i

Bobolink

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Committed'

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe

CALL

Telephone

No. 40

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Ap

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

rated

Deco-

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy aL(? Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road

FRANK

.rnone Biacklia

F- -

r General

GORMLEY

Merchandise

SANTA FE, N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer

PICTURE

RED

Given Careful
Personal Attention

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

B

,

omcm

188

RED

AND.' SATISFACTORILY

-

13Q
DONE.

' I

LLJ

TRY OUR

Ground

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA' FE.

DIAMONDS

C. YONTZ

WTCHES
1

MANUFACTURER OP

f!
u Right

II

,0t

Goods

MEXICAN FILIGREE

1

Right Servioo

I!

riae
345 San Francisco St.

8

Denver, Colo., Jan. 13.
Forecast for New Mexico:
Fair tonight and Friday with
colder weather tonight

JEWELRY

rit

?:i

Tested

and

ft

Fitted by Up-to- Date Methods

I

:

SANTA FE. N. M.

if not satisfactory.

BELOW COST
A large assortment to select from
in all the latest styles & colors
THIS IS

I

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb
ling sound or imperfect hearing and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

KERR'S

FOR HALF

PHONE

OUR NEW

PITCH

TREATMENT

guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve Dandruff, failing hairand
others calo irritations. Wealsn
carry a complete line of all the
poDuiarhair and facial tonics.
s

HERPICIDE,

BATHS

t

36

HOUSE

A

CENTURY

IN THE

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

-

8

"WlffTTTg;
f--

li
SOME MORE RAZOR TALK"
DEAR FRIENDS:
Last wee if you remember we talked to you about a
razor called "GRIFFIN'S MAGNETIC RAZOR, which we
are putting out on thirtj days trial
We are glad to announce that a great number of our patrons took
advantage
of this opportunity and we are receiving daily
congratulations on our success ia obtaining the Sales Agency of such

a loDg felt necessity in the "RAZOR" line.
This week we want to talk to you abont a RAZOR
adapted for the person who heretofore found it difficult to
shave with the regular style of "RAZOR". For you dear
friend, we have planned a big surprise in the way of a
"SAFETY RAZOR" called the "ENDER". This razor is
one of thesimplestand most effective 'SAFETY RAZOR'S'
on the market and sails for the small amount of ONE
DOLLAR. This R ft ZOR we are putting out on a fifteen
days
trial for the next two weeks only, and trust you will avail
yourself of the opportunity of giving it a trial.

wo

aviC

HARDWARE CO.

Phone

If It's Hardware

No 14

f

e

AID RETAIL

Screened

Phone

Have It

WHOLESALE
RATON

No 14

Wood

Yankee;

Lump

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTFZUMA AVENUE
A. T. & 8. F. fliepot.

For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in aanta Fe.

'

OPPORTUNITY

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

Near

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

AN

THAT YOU SHOULD NOT MJSS

...

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

Ueras

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
tor bale
nqpucq nRIIR PniUIDJtMV ask FORA
I ONLY
AT IIUUHLII UUUU UUIIIinill
SAMPLE
i

DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
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BATHS

BATHS

it is

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, we will glad to call for your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursday and Friday.
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122
PHONE RED 122

Livery

m

We have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES
310

WILLIAMS & RISING
Ked

San Francisco St.
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No Contagious desease allowed in our backs

Looks dont make a Fountain Syringe on a hot water bottle last.
OURS LOOK WELL and WEAR WELL. It is Satisfaction you
rull capacity. That s the
want.long 11lived live n rubber solid seams and
.
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re "
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cuu5 ui ruuuer we sea you. uur mock is rresn-n-l o
orrer
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We Guarantee each and every article of rubber goods sold. Money returned or goods replaced I
CLIMA1E.

SO BUY WHERE YOU GET FRESH GOODS
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When Buying Rubber Goods
Appearance Counts Little
at reduced prices,

Ladies Tailor Made Suits
Ladies and Misses Coats

Don't forget that Zook's Pharmacy
will be located in the Claire hotel, Lincoln avenue side.
Vaudeville a Success The appearance of Miss Lartigue and Burch in
vaudeville at the Elks last night was
the signal for prolonged applause on
the part of a large audience.
The
young singers made quite a hit and
the performance seemed to be thoroughly enjoyed.
They will be here
the rest of the week.
Financial Statement Traveling Auditor C. V. Safford has issued a statement showing the financial condition
of the offices of county treasurers in
the Territory at the close of business
serious injuries.
November 30, 1909. Santa Fe country
May Establish a College Plans are shows a balance November 1 of
and $34,283.73 were receipts of
reported under way to establish a
Presbyterian college at Las Vegas. It the month, while there were $2,410.-9disbursements. The balance in
is the intention of the promoters of
the treasury oh December 1, was
the idea to convert the Mnnfp
The statement will be pubhotel at Las Vegas hot springs into
a college building. Nothing definite lished in full in the New Mexican tohas yet been agreed upon, but the morrow.
Relieved Pistol Toter Captain Fred
proposition made by President E. P.
Ripley of the Santa Fe Railway Com- Fornoff has returned from Corona
pany, which owns the Montezuma, to where he transacted a little business!
donate the use of the property for the with a pistol toter, L. E. Everitt by
purpose of a college, is so liberal that name. It appears that Everitt "was
the Presbyterian synod will give the arrested recently for carrying a huge
weapon and the authorities failed to
matter very serious consideration.
see the need of this hip protector
no
There is
Quinine, nothing what- even in cold weather. As the sheriff
ever harsh or sickening in Preventics. had other matters to
attend to CapThese little Candy Cold Cure Tablets tain Fornoff assisted Mr.
to
act as by magic. A few hours and get a divorce from the six Everitt
shooter.
your threatening Cold is broken. Candy The little transaction cost Everitt $50
like in taste, Preventics please the and some surplus change for costs in
children and they break the feverish-ness- , the case.
always. And least of all is the
Elected New Officers Last night at
economy. A large box 48 Preventics a well attended
meeting, the stock25 cents.
Ask your druggist. He holders of
the
Mutual
Building and
knows. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co. Loan
Company, elected officers for the
Promises Navajo Dictionarv Soon
ensuing year. The following were
Rev, Anselm Weber, a well known chosen as the board of directors:
missionary to the Navajo Indians, whp Charles Hasplemath, Frank "P. Stur-gemakes his headquarters at St. MichJ. G. Schumann, W. H. Kerr. R. .1.
aels, Ariz., was a visitor in Albuquer- Crichton, S. G. Cartwright, Frank
que yesterday, coming from Gallup, Owen, R. H. Hanna, James McCon-very- .
the nearest railroad station. Father
After being elected the board
Weber reports that he is making good of directors met and
organized as fol
progress in the work of compiling a lows: Charles Hasplemath, presidictionary of the Navajo language dent; F. P. Sturges,
R.
and barring unforseen incidents the J. Crichton, secretary; J. G. Schubook will be in the hands of the pub- - mann, treasurer; R. H.
Hanna, solici,.
ii i
iiaueis aii no distant date. A nerson tor. The following were selected as
unfamiliar with the Navajo language the board of appraisers: John K.
has but little idea of the vast and Stauffer, Carl A. Bishop,'-- August
almost insurmountable
difficulties Rheingardt, Fritz Muller and John
which attend the compilation of the Digneo. The auditing committee apbook which Father Weber has been pointed consists of Francis C. Wilson
working on for several years. The and Charles Parsons. The reports
Navajo language is hardly more than read by the secretary and treasurer
a few grunts and it is pretty hard, to showed the society to be in a very
say the least, to spell out the grunts nourishing condition and to have
'
into pronounceable words and then to made" excellent progress.
ex lain their meaning. Father Weber
is one of the best informed men in the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
country on Navajo customs, history
Take L XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
and conditions and his
g
book will be a valuable work and j'ruKKiHis reruna money u It falls to cure
one which will be eagerly studied by Box. 25c.
those interested in the southwest In
dians. Albuquerque Journal.
forth-comin-
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Also Good lot Chickens
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May Be Dead A. R. Sh
band of the postmistress of Mineral
Hill, has been missing for the past
three days and is believed to have
perished in the mountains.
Shearer's
horse returned home riderless, but no
trace could be found of Shearer.
Attorney is Injured On Tuesday
Attorney Lowell Laughary, of Hea- cock and Laughary, Alouquerque, met
wmi a very painrui accident. Judge
Laughary was about to leave his
office building when he slipped and
fell down the stairs to the street a
distance of fifteen feet, sustaining a
broken nose and other nainfni and

,
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January Sale
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Incorporated 1903.

SELIGMflNBRDS. COMPANY.

1

Leather and Leather

S. Spitz

Established 1856.

3

Novelties,

China,

to Asylum

IIJl
VIIH Iii IIi
Hwmwrv

Judge W. J. Mills committed to the
territorial insane asylum Miss Sarah
Fredericks of Las Vegas. The woman
is 54 years of age.

I

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Jewelry, Silverware,

DYSPEPSIA

UP.

Yet the autumnal spell is broken,
Shattered in sudden wise,
For I behold in this azure token
Spring and my true love's eyes!

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

m

HOUKD

"Having taken yonr wonderful 'Cascarets' for three months and being entirely
AN AUTUMN SONG.
cured of stomach catarrh and dyspepsia.
I think a word of praise is due to
(By Clinton Scollard.)
'Cascarets' for their wonderful common-tion- .
Just the sheen of a fallen feather
I have takea numerous other
Dropped from a bluebird's wing,
remedies but without avail, and 1
How it recalls the golden weather
find that Cascarets relieve more in a dr'.v
How it brings back the spring!
than all the others I have taken v.ouluii
a year."
Jnmes ?ZcG;;:.
108 Mercer
Now the woods are ashen and umber,
St., Jersey City, T. J.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Tn. Oood.
Reft of the sound of song,
Do Good. Never SickenVeakon or Uvipo.
10c.25c.S0c Never soi l iu balk.
And the voice of the wind never sinks
fcva.
uine tablet itamped C C C. Guaranteed lo
in slumber,
cure or your money back.
fD
Plaining the lone night long. -

Four
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OVERTAXED.

EQUALIZATION

Hundreds of Santa Fe Readers Know
What it Means.
The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too much to do.
They tell about it in many aches and

BOARD REJECTS

UINOAIl

ATTORNEYS'

pains
Backache, sideache, headache.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright'sj
disease follow.
A Santa Fe citizen tells here the
way to keep the kidneys well.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin street, Santa Fe. N. M., says:
"I hold the same high opinion of
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
I publicly recommended them in Jan
uary, 1907. I then said that for about
a year I had been bothered by a dull
ache and weakness across my loins
and kidneys. I tired easily and any
exertion brought on severe suffering
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was induced to try them. The results proved beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills live up to representations.
The cure and benefit this remedy
"brought has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Declins to Value All Property at Actual Cash Value and
Says Such Action Would Injure Interests of Territory
Praises Governor Curry and C. V. Safford and
Points Out Work for the Attorneys.
Before adjourning at noon today
of the Board of
members
have
rejected the recEqualization
ommendation contained in the report
of the district attorneys of the Territory and the resolutions adopted by
them during the convention at the
capitol held January 6 to have all
property valued at actual cash value
declaring that if the recommendation I
were followed the board believes it
would "result disastrously to the interests of the Territory."
The board declares that while the
district attorneys ask that all property be valued at actual cash value
vet there seems to have been no pro
vision made for a corresponding re- duction in tax rates which in the
board's opinion is a condition "precedent for the summary action asked"
of the board.
The following is an official extract
from the minutes of the board which
is still in session:
"We have received the report of

erty was

lattire.
The legislature failed to
make any appropriation, for the use
of the board, for this purpose. However, we endorse and appreciate the
good intention of the Governor and
the tax commission and recommend
that it be continued and the fullest
investigation be had.
After due consideration we have
concluded to reject the recommendation of the district attorneys, as we
that it would result disastrously
the interests of the Territory."
Signed:
.1. F. HINKLE.
President.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.
HENRY LUTZ.
FRANK P. JONES.
ALEJANDRO SANDOVAL.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weil Point of th fioutnwert."
Detailed by War Department
Officers
Armv
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tht

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
tx
the beautiful Pcos V4ly tbe garden
of 3,700
spot of the West at id e'evailou
sunshine
every
sea
day, but
level,
feet above
.
Ittie rAtn or snow during
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heaiad. llgtted
and modern Ip all
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REttENT
Vice
President; J, Phelps White,
O, Hamilton,
Treasure.-- ; W. M. AtKlnsou Secretary, and W

assessed
at actual cash
value, the assessment would be more
equitable.
Why would this be the
case? Would the district attorneys
enforce the laws belter under the
new condition than the old? Who de- PINCHOT THE MAN
WITHOUT A JOB.
termines the cash value? The district
me
own
the
0r
auoineyo,
ers?
Gilford Pinchot, forester, was horn
"We have been at a loss to deter- at Salisbury, Conn., August 11, ISfio,
A Fllyan
mine why this matter was brought up son of James and Mary E. (Eno) PinFor particulars and illustrated catalogue
at this time.
chot and grandson of Constantine
of
"Governor Curry, in his recent re-- ' Cyril Desire Pinchot, a native
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
port to the secretary of the interior, Breteuil, France, who, for his political
says: 'The condition of territorial faith, came to America in 1M5, setSuperintendent.
finances is in every way ood.' He al- tling at Milford, Pa., where he beso says: Financial conditions in the came a merchant with large western
counties are n every way satisfac- - interests. Clifford Pinchot attended
Foster-Milburtory.
Phillips Exeter academy, and graduLots of Money in Treasury.
ated at. Yale university in 18S9. His
"We find from the reports of the love of the woods was a passion from
territorial officials that the territorial childhood, and while he found time to
treasurer has on hand at this time captain the college football team, and
in the
the sum of $620,000 and the counties carried off several of the most covetThese celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs waters
of
these
The
world.
won
efficiency
also
on
he
had
November 30, 1009, aggregate ed of the college prizes,
located, in the midst of the Ancient
has been throughly tested by the
balances amounting to over a million for himself the reputation of being
miles west miraculous cures attested to in the
Cliff Dwellings, twenyt-fiv- e
resoluon
three
hundred
trees."
thousand dollars.
In "mad
the district attorneys and the
of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu780 W 6th at. S,W Cor. 6th. & Hope Sis tions as adopted by them, during the the light of this showing, we do not
Deciding to take up forestry, in of Taos" and fifty miles north
Bar-anc- o
to
from
to
miles
see
went
he
about
twelve
an
the
England
of
18S9,
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brighfs
increase in October,
convention assembled at the Capitol,
Fe, and
necessity
Syphilitic
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
on the 6th. inst. We have given them values and especially without a guar- consult with the men best able to
. first
Scrofula,
class family ho- due consideration and much thought, antee from the district attorneys or direct his studies. As a result of his Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
Affections,
tel EUROPEAN PLAN
from any taxing authorities, that observations, and after having spent daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comand
so
from
10IJ rooms. 25
as
distinguished
coming
private
AH
baths.
outside
there will be any material or per- some time in examining the forestry The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathof officials.
rooms, best ventilated able body
exhibit at the Paris exposition, he en- from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
house In the city; two
to
all
value
us.
ask
property manent reduction in the tax rates.
"They
block lrora Post Mice
ad"We
can
not
see
tered the Ecole Nationale Forestiere, carbonic. Altitude G.000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
the
therefore,
if. very heart of city. ' at an actual cash value, and give us
of
an
bur- at Nancy.
additional
visability
placing
Early in 1S90 he began very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
of
unexeelledfor
comfort
the
assurance
nf
their
performance
rs
i ,iii and con v e n i e n c e s .
.
.
in
,
den
field
tax
the French Alps and year round. There is now a commod upon request. This resort is attracwork
COl!rl
is
true
the
upon
It
payers.
t,
CmmwtsJ SC?3iiP''ompt attention and UUiy 111 emOHJlllg LUC wno anuj
cleanliness is our- Luat aa&waui a and county commis-i- that there is now a considerable the Vosges, and after further study in ious hotel for the convenience of in tive at all seasons and is open all
motto; hot and cold '
tax collection mat- - amount of delinquent tax uncollected Switzerland, Germany and Austria, valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
Jrunninsc
water and sioners do so,
and that when property has been sold returned to America. In 1891 he trav from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
steam heat.
ters.
for taxes the deeds
for the eled in Arizona, Arkansas, California,
terms
month
75c
are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
RATKS
by
day special
"There seems to have been no pro same, have been almostgiven
and British Co- contagious diseases,
deto door.
Washington
Oregon,
uniformly
Wahlngton bt. OarM.direct
1,026.24 grains same day. For further particulars
recontain
waters
These
a
vision made for
I. BARRY. Prop.
corresponding
fective.
This condition of affairs is lumbia, and aided in the preliminary
to the gallon, being address:
salts
of
alkaline
,
uucuou u uia .
""I not due to negligence on the part of examination of George Vanderbilt's
board of equalization, but
the forest at Biltmore, X. C, where, in
-Ornamental Doors.
iu Bumu.i,
on the part of the district at January, 1892, he began the first sysfailure
"V"'"'"'part. It is certain no body ot dusi torneys to perform their duties in tematic forest work done in the UniCounty N iW
Ojo
ness men would insist on the increas- counties where these sales have been ted States.
ed valuation without a decreased rate made.
In December, 1891, he opened an of
of taxation. In fact, they frankly ad"We find, upon referring to our rec- fice in New York city, as consulting
mit, that there is no likelihood of any ords, that this board has repeatedly forester, and was engaged for the next
material reduction in the tax rates, and specifically called' attention to the three years in miscellaneous work in
even if values are doubled or trebled. neglect of duty on the
of dis- various sections of the country. He
"It is a well established fact that trict attorneys and countypart
of- was a member of the commission ap
taxing
there is no limit to the amount the ficials in the
and collec- pointed by the National Academy of
assessing
legislature may go in fixing levies, tion of taxes, and so far, except in a (Sciences in 1896, at the request of the
and from past records of the legisla- few
secretary of the interior, to investi
instances, have not had
ture, the total assessed valuation as evidenced by the fact thatresults,
delingate and report upon the inauguration
does not seem to have much to do
in most of the counties of a rational forest policy for the
taxes
quent
with the making of the Tsife. To give have not been collected
-- TOby the dis- lands of the United States, and thus
this great increased value and no trict attorneys as
helned to lav the foundation of the
required by law.
nation's present forest policy, which
Work for Attorneys.
ave made to. perfection from our ii
r- r ronnrt
was shortly to become the chief
"Wo fln
from the
or,
F"
icmi'J,
.uw.
QUIA he
ViJJVJl t,,
x...U
Lumbar) because the wood is door to unlimited bond issues an(J num a siaieuiem oi tne attorney gen- agent in developing.
perfect in every particular aDd therefore make a great increase in eral, that much valuable land is not
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargv
Forest Reserves.
free from every imperfection of taxation in the future.
assessed at all in Bernalillo county,
As a result of the commission's reDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
"It developed in the course of their by reason of no plat or survey having port, 11 new western forest reserves
knots, cracks and warpings.
taxaof
rate
our
is
of
foot
that
it
high
been made of same. We call their were created, with a total area of over
thoroughly! argument
Erery
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
n
seasoned, dried and shrunii, so, tion was deterring peopleandirom com-itca- attention to the fact that the county 21,000,000 acres, and legislation was
investing commissioners, have authority of law enacted by Congress in 1897, defining Payable Ttarougboat the United States. Canada. Mexico
b3 absolutely relied uponng into this Territory
This statement was to have these surveys and
estate.
real
and
and
and all Foreign Countries.
builders,
plats made. the purposes for which forest re
by carpenters
of the well known
ade
"The experience of the few states, serves should be created, and provid
archi-- 1
thf noface
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
of
m
time
the
REMITTANCES
SENT BY
that
history
which have adopted the plan, as sug- ing for their administration by the detects hereabouts partica arly fact,
the Terrltory has the immigration gested to us, as far as we are able partment of the interior. The coni'
weubi'm uui uuuiuoi m tuCi, been ag great as durlng the past tw0 to ascertain, has been such that it mission also recommended tneputting
pecmeations.
years, and up to the present time would not seem the part of wisdom into forest reserves all lands more
1
there seems to be no cessation.
T T
for us to adopt it.
valuable for the production of timber
"The argument is used that if prop- "If the board is asked to assume than for agriculture, and a policy pro
the grave responsibility of raising viding for the immediate use of the
values, it should also have the power forests by the public, as well as their
to reduce the rates correspondingly. production for the benefit of the fu
"It has been the policy of this ture.
board in the past, and it is their presOn July 1, 1898, Mr. pinchot was
ent aim and intention to make, as near
chief of the division of
Rigs,
appointed
OF
as possible, an equal valuation upon
in
the United States departr
an classes of property, so that they; forestry
ment of agriculture, and here con
would Dear a unitorm, fair and just fronted him the dual task of bringing
proportion of value as between all tne rmblic to a realization of the
interests.
economic Importance of forest preser
N.
MEX.
MESILLA PARK,
Commendable Promise.
vation, and gathering the technical
"We are very glad to receive the
to put
staff
knowledge
In
in
A school whose aim is to prepare young men aDd women assurance from the district attorneys, forestry intoandactual necessary
in the
practice
as set forth in their resolutions, that
United States. There were then less
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
they intend fully to enforce the as- than 10 professional foresters in the
sessing and tax collecting laws, in country and no science or literature
RIGHT.
their respective districts in the fu- of American
Jl 11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
was in existence
ture. This promise indeed is very while little forestry work in thi
Ecoand
in
Household
C'vil and; Electrical Engineeriug
practical
commendable
direction had as yet been attempted
"From
the
records of our board
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechaaics and Agriculthe division,
Gispar Aveirai
and statistics placed before us by the by
lat
of
the
The
activity
traveling auditor, we have no hesitan- ter led broadening
ture, courses in Stenography, aad a four year preparatory
to its reorganization as the
cy In saying, that there has never
1901. On
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
been a more uniform and equitable "bureau of forestry" July 1,
the
administration
1,
1905,
February
assessment than the past year, and
was transferred
for self support.
that in the history of the Territory it of the forest reserves
OUR MOTTO; To have the Best of Everything In Our Line
the departfrom
of
act
Congress
by
has never been in so good a financial
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
to the depart
interior
ment
the
of
condition.
Collections have improvThe development
ed from an average of 60 per cent to ment of agriculture.
now began In
resources
all
their
of
about 85 per cent. We attribute this
became the
bureau
the
and
earnest,
to
the fixing of values by this
partly
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
Mr. Pinchot's
Under
service."
"forest
board and largely the systematic and
the policy originally recomintelligent effort on the part of Trav- guidance
mended
the committee of 1897 was
by
eling Auditor Safford and the active
carried to conclusion, and
interest taken in these matters by practically
to make clear the purpose of securGovernor Curry. As fine as this conuse the forest reBlankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linsn Drawn Work.
dition appears to be, there is still ing their fullest
serves were now designated as "naroom
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
for improvement. We find
great
The growth of the
that in some of the counties the as- tional forests."
527 Sen Freneteeo St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
sessors do not list a considerable por- - service is illustrated by the increase
of its expenditures from $28,520 in
tion
of
the
at
and
value
New
property
any
1899 to $3,894,370 In 1909; while Its
we feel that it is the duty of the dis- of which there were none
trict attorneys to call the attenlon of receipts,
named year, grew to
the assessors to this condition, so that in the first 1909.
These are derived
in
in future, there will be no grounds for
sale of mature timfrom
the
largely
.
complaint on this score.
ber, and the charges for private comRecommends Investigation.
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
uses of the land, such as
"We have received the report of the mercial
tax commission appointed by the grazing.
Mr. Pinchot is worth several milof the finest
Governor in December, in which they
lions
of dollars in his own right. He
on
state, that
account of the limited
&,
Is unmarried. El Paso Herald.
time, they were unable to investigate
or report upon conditions. They rec
Academic and Preparatory Courses
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
ommend
v
that
this
the
board
vari
a
Cold.
AND NETiiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
Pneumonia
visit
Follows
LATEST
form Separate Departments
ous counties for purposes of investi- but never follows the use of Foley's
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Prospectus
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
gation, during the year or that a Honey and Tar, which stops the
commission 'be appointed by the board roughs, heals the lungs, and expels
Studies resumed September 1st,
of equalization for this purpose, and the cold from your system. Take at
BROTHER HERMES. President
that report" be made to the Governor, first sign of a cold and avoid a dan-- j
Ul I
MUULI
UU M
before the next session of the legis- - gerous niness. ssoia oy an druggists.
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TABLE

Reliable Horses, Single

DuggUs, Surries, Saddle Horses

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Call up
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When
Need of Anything
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Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery
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CHAS. CLOSSOH
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W. E.
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Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

St. Michael's College
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was asked his opinion on the value
of a property from which very rich
specimens of ore were shown him:
'You might as well show me the hair
from the tail of a horse,' said Gash-weile'and then ask me how fast the
horse can trot.'
"Fifth: Do not buy stock in a mine
Decause it has proauced a profit of
millions of dollars in the past, for the
mine is obviously so much poorer for
the millions already abstracted.
"Sixth: Do not buy stock in a mine
solely because it is in a far off country, even though distance lends en-
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Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

OF SANTA FE.

New Mexico.

E. C. ABBOTT

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
- $150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undividod Profits, 75,000

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and
Courts.
Prompt and careful'
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New MexicoSu-pre-

....
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
CHARLES F. EASLEY
chantment to the view.
(Late Surveyor General)
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf i
"Seventh:
Don't buy stock in a c
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Attorney-at-Laamong the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
mining company simply because of 2 Loans
Land
and
Mining business a specon
most
the
favorable terms on all kinds of
money
the fact that it adjoins another mine
ialty.
and
collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
rj personal
of great value. That may be interestSanta Fe,
New Mexicoing, but it is not conclusive to the cj stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
value of the mine in question.
3 domestic and fersign exchange and makes
CATRON & CATRON
telegraphic transfer
ARE
MADE, among
HOW MILLIONAIRES
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
"Eighth: Above all, don't buy
the metropolitan shopping
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lashares in a mine unless you have the
Office: Catron Block
There is just as much opportunity centers of the world,
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
One million-dolla- r
estate in Los unqalifiedly favorable report made by I5
Santa Fe, . - - - - New Mexico- tn ninu-- million in nr from
'pw
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
had its beginning in the shop a mining expert of integrity, ability
Mexico and Santa Fe, as there is Angeles
of a tinsmith a number of years ago. and experience and one who has made
par cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
in cities like Colorado Springs, Spo- Another is the legacy of a man who a success in investment of money for $ advances
made on consignments f livestock and products.
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
An engineer may havt,
kane, Denver, Los Angeles, or Salt took some of the first steps toward his clients.
in all Courts of Territory
Practice
The
bank
executes
all
of
orders
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in
patrons the banking line,
Lake City, each of which boasts of providing the growing city with an the best obtainable technical training,
Speaks Spanish
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail
cj
supplemented by considerable
prac- from thirty to a hundred millionaires. electric street railway.
respects,
192 Black
'Phone
The story of one of the older capi- tical experience, and yet lack the cer- - cj as is consistent with
and the principles of sound 'bank- The Los Angeles Times sets forth in
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
safety
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Santa Fe,
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"Ninth: Don't buy stock in a mine
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Practice in all the District Courts
$300 an acre. He bought land rentable, though sometimes comical,
when asked the question about men in which others failed to see the pro- - A well authenticated story is told of a
and gives special attention to cases
of millions named a list of fifty off- ductive qualities that were dormant, certain board of directors in London
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
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hand. He did not include the men Another man foresaw the rapid set- - to whom the manager had cabled
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
who have come with fortunes to
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We appreciate the confidence imposed in tiiis
bauk by our customers during the past year. We
desire to show our appreciation by giving to you
the best service possible'at all times.
We wish you a prosperous 1910 and hope to merit
a continuance of your patronage. Weishall be
pleased to serve you.

W.

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

11.

of Colorado
Spurgman
Springs, is in the city.
E. R. Paul, auditor of the Xew Mex- ico Central is in Albuquerque oti

.

You Furnish

II. D. Johns of the forest service,
formerly located at Santa Fe, was in
Las Vegas yesterday.

I

2L

$50,000'

Capital

Santa Fe.

K. ,M.

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

FLICK, President.

W. S. DAVIS.

W. 8. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashla;.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

HOT WATER

BOTTLES

SYRINGES

FOUNTAIN

See our show window for
bargains in these good 3
WE ARE OVER STOCKED

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to ns.
tripling, gnrrows

&

(Jompany

Ejm

jb

440 acres, located in San Luis Valley, Rio Grande
County, Colorado. 1 2 miles from county seat town
of 1500 and growing rapidly; part of tract now under irrigation and plenty of water for whole tract.
Excellent grain country and especially adapted to
hog raising; will consider trade for good mercantile
business, or Santa Fe property.
1--

O

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY

RsalEstate Agents, Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

STOCK IN EACH

,

j

Company

lbuquerque, who is well .known
in
Santa Fe, has gone to Phoenix, Arizona, to locate.
Miss Chapman a trained nurse of
Albuquerque, arrived in the city last
night to attend Mrs. Mai Vordhnnc
being summoned from the Duke City
by telegraph. Las Vegas Optic.
Athol Wynne of the forest service,
vho is frequently in Santa Fe, has
gone to Silver City where he will
take up important timber sale work
01 the Gila national forest.
Miss Lillian Lartigue and her mother, Mrs. Lartigue, of Xew York City,
are registered at the Hotel Modern.
Miss Lartigue is a promising young
actress and has already made many
friends in this citv and in thA Tm.

J. F. Hinlde, the territorial district
deputy of the B. P. O. E. of Xew
Mexico, at the close of the sessions
of the territorial board of equalization which is meeting here, will go
to Las Vegas to pay an official visit
to the Elks lodge of that city.
Timothy Cavanaugh, who with his
niece, Miss Kate Cavanaugh, and his
daughters, the Misses Cavanaugh,
have been spending several weeks at
the sanitarium, is so well impressed
with the climatic and other advantages of this city" he will probably remain here several months.
Henry Lutz, prominent merchant
and sheep raiser of Lincoln, Lincoln
county, and member of the territorial
board of equalization, is in the citv
attending the sessions of the board.
He is a guest at the Palace. Mr. Lutz
was formerly a resident of Albuauer- que and also of Las Vegas and is an
old timer in the Territory, possessing
hosts of acquaintances. He leaves
for home this evening.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan left last night for Washington,
D. C, where he will spendi a greater
portion of next week in taking up
some irrigation matters with the. secretary of the interior. Mr. Sullivan
states that if anyone in the territory
is anxious to bring up matters of development with the government and
will write him to that effect care of
the Ebbitt house, he will be glad to
do what he can for them while in
Washington.

A M BSSRGERE,
Santa Fe,

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Jan. 13. Call money

Prime Mercantile naner 41-5; Hexican 44; Amalgamated 85

Catron Block

Lump, nut ancl

mine run coal

Y RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TOMASP. DELGADO Mgr.
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Special for few days only to close out all wash shirt
waists on hand makin? room for new
spring lined
now a r cos r or 30 per cen
prices!
regular
Linen waists regular price $1.25 now
$0.90

IX

MILLINERY
Ml

1.50 "
1.05
1.75 "
125
Better hurry for these will not last
long at these prices.
(I
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MISS A. MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.

j

PROFIT GOES OFF

BIG BARCAINS

HI

n
23E28

heifers $2.105.50; calves $7.759.75.
Hogs
Receipts, 18,000; market 10
to 15 cents higher. Light $8.30 8.65;
mixed $8.308.85; heavy $8.25C8.85;
rough $8.358.55; good to choice
heavy $8.558.85; pigs $7.308.25;
bulk of sales $8.558.70.
Sheep
Receipts, 12,000; market
steady. Natives $4.006,00; western
$4.006.10;
$6.758.00;
yearlings
lambs native $6.25S.75; western
$C.258.70.
Simple Remedy for t
unppo.
LaGrippe coughs are dangerous, as
they frequently develop into pneumonia. Foley's Honey and Tar not
only stops the cough, but heals and
strengthens the lungs so that no se
rious results need be feared.
The
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar con
tains no harmful drugs and is in a
yellow package. Sold by all druggists.
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52
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GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS
Chicago, Jan. 13. Wheat
May
;

Pork
22

103

July
May
May
May

2

5--

July 60
Julv 45
12.271-2- ;
July

701-2- ;

5--

:

5--

491-8-

& Co.

12.20

1--

Ribs
671-2-

.

May 11.50671-2-

;

July

ll

What other 1910 Resolu
tion yoiimay make

western

'Hogs
Receipts 6,000. Market ten
higher. Bulk $8.158.55; heavy $8.50
8.bU; packers and butchers $8.25
8.55; light $88.45; pigs $6.757.75.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 3,000.
lambs
steady. Muttons $4.505.85;
$78.35; fed western wethers and
fed western
yearlings $4.757.40;
ewes $4.505.50.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 13. Cattle Receipts, 7,000; market, steady. Beeves
$4.107.85; Texas steers $4.005.00;
western steers $4.106.10; stockers
and feeders $3.005.10;
cows and

Resolve now Ithat you will
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
coming year. It Is a resolution in your own interest, for
It means the best possible
table supplies at lowest possible prices.

.

Think It over Isn't KAUNE
& Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through T910.

i

Catron Block.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Room

(INCORPORATED)

19

Catron Block, Santa,'Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

.

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

to loan

on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
at low rate of interest
:

$20,000.00

SATISFACTION

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursdav nnrl FriHair.

& COMPANY

FIRST CUSS CORRICK'S HACK
n

AGENCY at O. K Barber Sho
Red

Phone Black 78

H. S. KAUNE

For Best Laundry Work

Agent.

La Moda Millinery

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

LAUNDRY

Phone No 23

TO SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF
FANCY GOODS, NOVELTIES AND
OTHER ARTICLES.

(One Resolution to Make

$48.50

f. u. aicuww,

HATS

DONT FAIU

for safe 'quality"

$36.

mm

Especially Reduced
Prices in Ladies

"Where prices are lowest

21.

LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Jan. 13. Cattle Re
ceipts 3,000, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4.75
7.25; southern steers $46; southern
cows $2.754.50; native cows $2.75
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.75
6; stockers and feeders $3.255.25

Ladies and Gentlemen

Something for

GROCERS

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, 'Jan. 13. Wool unchang
ed; territory and western mediums 25
28; fine mediums 2024; fine 12

cows

To have that SUIT ciemed, pressed and put in good shape
We will do itl
for fall wear.
We will caarge f l4iGHT- -

j

FURNITURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

1-- 2

bulls $3.405.25;
calves
western steers $46.50;

NOW IS THE TIME

The Goldberg

5--

5--

Corn
Oats

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

120

New York Central
1221-4- ;
1341-8- ;
Southern
Pacific
Union Pacific 197
Steel 871-4- ;
pfd. 125.
New York. Jan. 13. Lead quiet,
467
70
copper yeak. stand
ard spot and March $13.12

1131-43-8-

Lumber and all kinds
of buijding material.

3
2

3--

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

.1

MARKETREPORT
Nl-4- ;

&

i

ritory.

Atchison

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

XL

'

j

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

A MOST COMPLETE

1,

George Link of Xew Orleans, is in
the city visiting friends. He is registered at the Palace hotel.
J. S. Gay, business man of Denver.
is in the city on a business visit He
is registered at the Palace.
Judge A. J. Abbott is in town havin
arrived yesterday from his ranch
near the Frijoles. r,e is a guest at
the Modern.
W. F. Reed, piano salesman of A-

CO,

the Girl! We Furnish the House.

business.

j

I

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

PAW

PHONE 26
I4E

r

1

ASSURED

INC
theopore Prop
. . lORRIOK.

PoprL Mm and Saddle Horses

,

PACE 8IX.

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, N. M.

1,

Si, Louis Rocky

Pacific

nOTELjIRRIVALS

&

tracts of other soft woods in eastern
Washington and Oregon, western
Montana and the boundary district.
Mill men say the timber will last
more than 275 years at the present
rate of cutting, while if all were cut
at once there would be enough lumber to build houses for half the pop-

j
;

x

Palace.
George Kink, New Orleans; J. S.
Gay, Denver; W. H. Spurgman, Colo-lad- o

Comoany.

Railway

THURSDAY, JANUARY 13, 1910.

Springs;

A. C.

Watt.

A

Kansas

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Not only is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, but
ulation of America.
the comfort and healthful condition it3 use produces makes it
Mother's
value
inestimable
to
mother.
of
every expectant
Notice for' Puoncauii.
Friend relieves the pain and discomfort caused by the strain
0824. Not Coal Land.)
(Serial
backnausea
overcomes
counteraction,
prevents
on the different ligaments,
by
of the Interior,
Department
ache and numbness of limbs, soothes the inflammation of the breast glands, and
Forest
Reserve.
Jemez
mothers.
of
comfort
prospective
in every way aids in preserving the health and
N
Office
I.
U.
S.
Miles From
at Santa Fe, N. M.
Land
nAlLY
Le Moines
Mother's Friend is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating and
December 7, 1909.
the
. system
expanding the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares
Notice is hereby given that Edward
for baby's coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
00 a.m.
0
M.
N;
Pes
Lv.
Molues,
Arr,
- Rumaldo.
"
10 12 a. u).
Lv.
drug stores. Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
"
"
" JJedinan
10 36 a, m.
who, on August 10, 1908, made homeU
"
"
" Tapullu
18
GA.
10 60 a. m.
BRADFIELD
THE
ATLANTA,
stead entry No. 0824 for NW
of
CO.,
"
"
" Vigil
20
11 05 a. m
"
the SE
"
Township 18 N., Range 3
iit
11 20 a. m
Thompson
" Cunnlugharn
"
"
a. in.
bi
e
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
jlk2 45
"
" OUftuu House Junction "
20 p. m.
ti
was homely, that Morse did tank at the county jail. The bath reof intention to make final proof,
46
opatra
rr.
12
p. m.
Arr.
M
u
8 30 p. m.
pATnN
Lv.
not send the first message over a wire, quired the services of four "trusties" to establish claim to the land above
" Ly
" OUtton House Junction
42
50 p.m.
Lt.
af"
"
" Preston
16 p. in.
49
that Gutenberg did not run the first and occupied two hours. He was
described, before Register or Receiv"
"
" Koehler
46 p m.
where
58
to
a
sent
local
terward
hospital,
not
could
Nero
that
er, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
press,
"
"
printing
"
66 p.m.
66
Koehler J net.
"
"
" Ooilax
fiddle! that Columbus did not ne will nave a aany piunge ana scruu, M- on January 26, 1910.
60 p. m.
68
a
play
"
"
" Oerrososo
15 p, m.
77
his stay.
claimant names as witnesses Hugh
discover America but why continue? during
6 S5 p. m.
LvArr
250
88
is Murrav Wm Roeers Unas shields.
L1MAKKON N. M.
Peterson
pounds,
weighs
7 50 a.m.
7 08 p. m.
Lv.
end.
is
without
irr
The list
GO
7 40 a.m.
Lv
88
N. M.
Nasfc
well nronortioned and as strong a3 A. W. Fedderson,
i. 10 p.m.
all of Jemez
"
Now arises the question in the mind
"
" Harlan
7 25 a. m.
7. 23 p. m.
68
63
ox. This is evidenced by the fact
an
"
"
7 00 a. m.
" Ute Park
M.
J. 45 p.m.
N.
94
69
as
York
Post
New
Springs,
in
the
of a writer
that six husky deputies connected
GLEANINGS BY A
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to what is history, and how do we with the health
had their
department
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train Xo. 124 arriving in DawsonN.
Register.
Dr.
If
we
it.
see
PEN
now history when
hands full in taking him from his
M., 6:15 p. m.
Cook and Commander Peary cannot
room; which, by contrast, was as
It is a dangerous thing to take a
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
decide on the discovery of the north clean as a Dutch housewife's kitchen.
cough medicine
8; 55 a. m.
containing opiates
Stories o? Blood Lyins beside his pole, and if the matter is not setHe was overpowered after he be- that merely stifle your cough instead
a well tled to the satisfaction of the present came
Stage for Van Houten, N. M.f meets trains at Preston, N. M.
father, Timothy McCarthy,
the
exhausted
depu- of curing it. Foley's Honey and Tar
knocking
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: known resident of Farmington,
who generation, how can those who come
ties around like a lot of ten pins on loosens and cures the cough and exXORTH BOUXD:
SOUTH BOUXD:
normal
exof
suphis
has lost
several hundred years later be
a bowling alley. He appeared to en- pels the poisonous germs, thus preXo. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
Xo. 8, 9:27 a. m.
of blood by a drain incident to pected to know the truth? How can
ply
the scrubbing.
joy
Xo. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Xo. 2, 7:05 p. m.
venting pneumonia and consumption.
kidney trouble, Eugene McCarthy, a historians write of the battle of SanA. C. Clausen, deputy prosecutor of Refuse substitutes and take
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. husky
only the
graduate of Holy Cross college, tiago if the public holds a different Spokane county, and the city officials genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in
&
S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, X. M., and Cimarron
football
on
and
the
where he played
view from the naval authorities and are in a quandary as to what to do the yollow package. Sold
Xorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
by all drug-sio- n
athletic teams, allowed the each finds defenders in print?
other
was arrested on
He
man.
with
the
Robert
Martin
of New
X.
Mexico:
New
is
Ocate,
M.,
Cimarron,
depot for the following points in
action. the charge of vagrancy but this will York Play; a
physicians to tap the large vein in his
History is made by rapid-fir- e
box of beautiful
City,
large
kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Francis' hospital Battles are not fought deliberately not hold, as he has plenty of money. ribbon for the
INe Park, X. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo left arm, in St.
orphans.
indications are that both would and with a view to allowing the His sanity was questioned, but the
The
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown, Lobo,
because
dismissed
for
have
officers
that
in
order every
charge,
grateful thanksgiving scribe to set down
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
for the blood transfusion. The son has event as it transpires to know the de- cause, they say, he is sane enough TIME TABLE OF
W. A. GORMAN,
P. J, DEDMIN,f
van HOUTEN;
rallied and is in good shape, and the cision of the umpire or one could not to keep his money, also rational in
LOCAL TRAINS
V.
father's condition is better than it has keep score; for personal opinion dif- his talk.
Gen
Dres.
and
MgrSuperintendent",
min- fers on such
Peterson refused to discuss his past,
month. For forty-fiv- e
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
things as the credit of a
RATON. N Jtt. been in ason
RATON. N. JH- RATON, N M.
utes the
saying only that he came to Spokane
permitted his own heart hit or the giving of an error.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
from the east four years ago, after a. m.
to pump its precious corpuscles into
Newspaper reports often make his7S&
the vein in his father elbow, which tory. They go after the facts and get touring every state, Territory and
Train arrives from the north at 4
had been sewed to his own vein, and the facts as far as it is possible. But province on the American continent p. m.
of the son's did you ever tell of some remarkable and had planned not to permit water
after fully
blood had been transfused the union scene you had witnessed
New Mexico Central.
and then to touch his skin until the close of
was cut and the arteries sewed up. listen to the description of the same 1924, adding he is working out a new
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
Before the operation the father s incident by another eye witness? The theory on health.
face was the color of marble, but with hearer of both reports oftentimes
If your Stomach. Heart or Kidneys
Santa Fe Railroad.
in a few minutes a sugnt coior was would not know that the same incia few doses of
at
are
weak,
least,
try
Leave
was
Santa
Fe 8:25 to connect
when
the
and
described
operation
except by
noticed,
dent was being
five or ten with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south
and
over there was an extremely healthy the fact that he was given the outline. Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In
the result will surprise west, and No. 3 from the east at La: u:
complexion on the old man's cheeks. As for the details, they may be diame days only,
A few cents will cover the cost.
unction.
After the transfusion another oper trically opposed. Go to a court room you.
comes so quickis
And
here
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
help
why
on
the
was
ation
quickly performed
while a jury trial is in progress and
ALL STATIONS IN NEW
StomLeaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
older man. Both his kidneys were note the discrepancies in the testi- ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the
Kidor
MEXICO also ALAMOSA,
No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. rn
with
Heart
nor
the
stimulate
ach,
apcounter
irritant
out
and a
All this is
taken
mony of the witnesses.
,
Leaves
Dr.
Restorative
Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
DURAft-GOgoes
Shoop's
neys.
ANTONITO and
plied in order to stop the leakage of making history, and all history gets
7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
with
and
weak
to
the
failing
directly
is
blood. The last operation
perform- so much local color that the line of
COLO, to
nerve. When these nerves fail, the S from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. ra.
ed only rarerly and in emergency demarcation between truth and fancy,
cases. It never had been attempted fact and fiction, between actual occur depending organs must of necessity
in New England before Hartford dis- rences and what the observer took to falter. This plain, yet vital truth,
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
tells why Dr. Shoop's Restorapatch to New York Press.
be happenings, is faint and often en- clearly
successful.
Its
so
is
tive
universally
Blood $25 a
Quart Sixty New tirely obliterated.
11
success is leading druggists everyMASONIC.''
Yorkers eagerly offered to sell from a
ten
of
out
nine
If a reporter gets
where to give it universal preference.
own
blood.
life
of
their
a
to
doquart
pint
statements correct, he is probably
ACCOUNT
A test will surely tell. Sold by
Montezuma Lodge No
This was in answer to an advertisefar better than one untrained for Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
A. F. & A. M. Reging
1,
ment by Henry Friedman, of C46 St.
Mm
work could do. If you find a rethe
ular
communications
Aann's avenue, the Bronx, who wants
BILLION
port in a reilable paper, the chances
first Monday of eacV
the precious crimson fluid for trans- are that it is as accurately gathered MORE THAN
FEET OF LUMBER.
month a Masonic hall
fusion into the veins of his brother-in-la- and written as most of the evidence
SELLING
at 7.bu p. m.
a
Isidore Jellenck,
wealthy presented in court. The reporter is Northwest Cut
Twen-- l
Like
DATES
Something
9
real estate operator, of the same ad- as careful in the preparation of his
ty Million Dollars Worth of
Worshipful Master.
dress.
the
in
is
pulpit,
Timber Last Year.
"copy" as the pastor
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
FINAL LIMIT JANUARY 29tn-Fo- r
Friedman's relatives were at break- or as the lawyer before a jury. He
fast when the first man arrived with is far more guarded than the speaker,
R. A. M.
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 12. One bilfarther Information Call on or Write
Regular
blood to sell. Thereafter, all day long
"Put
scientific
on
one
lion
and two hundred and fifty million
subjects.
Fe Chapter No. 1,
except
&
P.
F.
A.
W.
T.
D.
or
SHEA,
the door bell jingled at frequent in
J.'.H. McBRIDE, Agent,
in his place" and you will feet of lumber was cut by the mills
vocation second Monday of
tervals. At times there was a line of yourself
SANTA FR. N. M.
to be a newspaper re- in the Inland Empire during 1909, acanxious
not
be
each month at Masonic
persons in the hall, waiting to get a porter or a historian. Washington cording to reports compiled by R. A.
at 7:30 p. m.
Hall
chance to offer their blood for sale. Herald.
Kellogg, secretary of the Western
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Most of those who made the strange
Pine Manufacturers' Association, of ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
offer evidently were in poor circum- HASN'T TAKEN BATH
which J. P. McGoldrick of Spokane, is
3 stances, but now and then a man of
in
IN FIFTEEN YEARS. president. The value of the cut is
Santa Fe Commandery No.
,
better dress and manner called. With
placed at from $19,000,000 to $20,000,-0001, K. T. Regular conclave
all the callers it was the same story,
Thou
of which 80 per cent went for
fourth Monday in each
j. p Peterson Who Has Five Ar"Give me money you can have my
labor. Forty-tw- o
per cent of the lumsand Dollars to His Name
month at Masonic Hall at
blood."
ber was marketed locally, the rest berested as a Vagrant.
7:30 p. m.
ing shipped to the northern tier of
Blood was offered freely up to a
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
12.
states, as far east as The Atlantic sea- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of
Jan.
All
Boasting
Snokane. Wash.,
That was the limit.
quart.
and
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
those who called on Friedman had that he had not taken a bath m 15 board, and to the middle west outMr.
the
Canada.
says
in
Kellogg
nine
food
weeks,
New
in
nor
all
Points
tasted
Santa Fe, Lodge of Perfection No. 1
read somewhere or other, or had been years
Douglas, and
look for 1910 is that the cut will be 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
of
Sweden,
a
native
p.
Peterson,
human
the
that
told
by somebody
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
in the Big at least 10 per cent greater than last Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
system can be safely drained of a for three years a lodger with
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
$4,800 year. The total stumpage in the In- on the third Monday of each month
in
house
Spokane,
Island
sorts
all
made
of
blood.
So
they
quart
in
$80
and
gold land Empire is estimated at 350,000,-OuO.00- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
certificates
in
bank
of offers up to and including the quart
feet. This includes the larg- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
securely strapped under his left arm,
but no more.
est
stand
of white pine on the conti Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corthe
of
order
city
was
arrested
&
by
Some asked fancy prices for their
Idaho and enormous dially invited to attend.
nent
in
northern
a
in
bathed
and
blood, saying it was of exceptionally health department
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
healthy quality good and red and
Venerable Master.
In general, those
well preserved.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
with blood to dispose of for cash had
Secretary.
the idea that nothing less than $25 a
fair
be
a
would
price. Many
quart
B. P. O. E.
pathetic stores were told. One man
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
For Rates and full information address
had a starving family. Another had
holds its regular session on the sec"I had a mishap at the age of 41, which left me in bad
to raise $25 by tomorrow! or be disond and fourth Wednesday of each
FOX,
fix," writes Mrs. Georgia Usher, of Conyers, Ga.
Scarcely any one among
possessed.
month. Visiting brothers are invited
"I was unconscious for three days, and after that I
the sixty seemed to fear the result of
A.
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
would have fainting spells, dizziness, nervousness, sick
J. D. SENA,
parting with the fluid on which the
Exalted Ruler.
El Paso Texas.
human body depends for its existence.
headache, heart palpitation and many strange feelings.
Secretary.
Nor would any of the candidates for
"I suffered greatly with ailments due to the change of
the corpuscular subtraction process
life and had 3 doctors, but they did no good, so I concluded
Knights of Pythias.
'
admit they were in other than the
to try Cardui.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
most robust health. Several of them
'Since taking Cardui, I am so much better and can do
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
looked most decidedly otherwise.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in t.
all my housework."
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitIrish blood, Jewish blood, German
native-bor- n
American
blood,
ing Knight's invited to attend.
blood,
Troutraan
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
and several other kinds were offered.
Individual or Class Lessons
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
New York Press.
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Builders and Contractors
and keep you in tip top condition.
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In this way your troubles, whatever they are, will gradPLANS & ESTIMATES
torian find peace?
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Taos at 7 p. m.
best fruit prrowers in P?o3
We are asked to admit that William
ually grow smaller instead of larger you will be on the
Valley mid tUrouttUou Colorado
Ten miles shorter than any other
Furnished on short notice
.1 Prices
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did not shoot the apple from his
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instead of the down and by and bye you will
For Information. t
Good covered hack and good
way.
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
pots ami oioliaid supplies
8t's head, that Bacon wrote Shaksarrive at the north pole of perfect health.
teams.
Get a bottle at your druggists' today.
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City; Lee S. Miller, Washington; R.
Wallace Bond, Cheyenne, Wyo.; W. H.
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Casias, Colorado; W. F. Meary, Den
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Murphy, Albuquerque; John R. Bailey,
Chicago; X. B. Schofield, Joliet, 111.
49
6 30 D, m
Modern.
46
6 15 p. m
4 66 p. m'
88
A. J. Abbott, City; Verna Buch, Lil82
4 S6 p. m
lian Lartigue and Mrs. S. Lartigue,
29
4 26 p. ra'
24
8 55 p. m"
New York City; Mr. and Mrs. James
18
8 30 p. m
Purcell, Las Vegas; C. H. Pritchett,
7
2 56 p. m2 SO p m
W. S. Garvin, Albuquerque.
Denver;
0
12 25 p. m-Coronado.
12 05 p. m7
11 40 a. m-18
L.
R.
Estancia; Manuel
Harbinson,
11 06 a' m-28
11 15 a. m-Sanchez, Tampa; Estevan Martinez,
20
88
U0 15 a. in-Alcario Lopez, Llano; Jose Villanueva
9 43 a. m- 41
Galisteo.
9 25 a.m.
47
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In Effect July 14, 1908.
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THE TUBERCULOSIS

CRUSADE.

Millions of Dollars Spen Annually-NeYork Takes Lead Among
States of the Union.
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Mo., in ISM, ai.d a ft.w
:us later moved to Albuquerque, X.

BLANKS

,
j

"Alyric lenor

of

resident Cleveland's second

the first rank"

Based on reports gathered from all
parts of the United States, the National Association for the Study and
Prevention (jf Tuberculosis issues a
bulletin in which it is stated that
$8,180,621.50 was expended during the
year just closed by the various interests fighting consumption in the United States. The bulletin, which is preliminary to a longer report, shows
that in the year 1909 over 10,000,000
pieces of literature were distributed
and that 117,312 patients were treated
and assisted by the sanatoria, dispensaries and

KYJKLorld. Dec

i

U

admin--

Mining Blanks.

1

I'

;

Cottages for rent, Phone

Location!

ration was appointed secretary of. Additional and Amended
and acting governor of Xew Certificate.
sheet.
an office he filled four years
Agreement of Publisher,
ween 1893 and 1S9T.
Proof of Labor.
sheet.

185 Red.

I"

2

h

mil a

j

-

ffi

ft

j

Printed and foi sale by New Mexi- He was appointed clerk of the dis- can Printing Company, Santa Fe, X.
t:ict court in Albuquerque ;ml in'Mex.

w

sheet.

4

1
!

4

ll--a sjuc

ult

writer. J. P. Sloan.

lypw- -

sheet. '
Xotice of Mining Location,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining!, LOST A gold watch. Return to
NOTICE OF SPECIAL
MASTER'S
Yontz jewelry store. Reward.
j
sheet.
Property,
SALE.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet, j
No. 6344.
WAXTED A good cook, must have
of Mining Property,
Title
Bond
Xew
of
Mexico.
Territory
references.
Captain Brookes.
sheet.
County of Santa Fe.
sheet.
Deed.
Mining
In the District Court.
FOR RENT One large and two
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff,
small unfurnished rooms. Call Red 42.
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
vs.
Tho Consolidated Mining & Smelting sheet.
COMPETENT YOUXG MAX, good
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
3 0
years active land
appearance,
Company, et al.. Defendants.
Afw.uir
nliirnmpnr with estnli- Notice is hereby given that the un- Power of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborates
sht,d finn or iany wUh gome mon.
heretofore
Spedersigned,
While
New
audiences
York
appointed
Slezak
hear
to
are
crowding
sheet
Prefer living salary with comBy far the largest amount of money
ey.
cial Master, under and by virtue of Affidavit,
at $5.00 a seat, you, wherever you are, can hear him,
of Riuiht to Water,
sheet. mission.
Xotice
Larue aeauaintance. Cau
spent during the past year was for
the decree of foreclosure rendered in
or Publishing Out
Forfeiture
the treatment of tuberculosis patients
'i
handle office or outside
but
the
in
one
not
in
successfully
arias
the
Juditenor
of
the
Court
District
First
only
opera
principal
sheet.
in sanatoria and hospitals, ?5,292,-289.7Xotice,
business. Re ferences if desired. Pre- of
cial
of
Xew
District
the
all
Territory
from
more
the
prominent operas that he sings.
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet, fer Santa Fe territory, Address C,
being expended in this way.
Mexico, within and for the County of
associations
Blanks.
Ask your dealer to play for you Slezak's rendering
Stock
The
care Xew Mexican.
Santa Fe, entered on the 7th day of
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
spent $975,889.46, the tuberculosis disof
best
"Celeste
D.
in
the
A.
cause
beautiful
and
most
known
that
1909,
Aida,"
January,
sheet.
pensaries and clinics, $640,414.64, and
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is dor's Recorded Brand,
aria from Verdi's masterpiece.
the various municipalities, for special
Books of 25 Blanks,;
in
Bill
of
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Sale,
plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining 40c
tuberculosis associations distributed
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Amberol
on
Records
per book.
can
Grand
de&
Only
you
Opera
et
are
get
al.,
Smelting
Company,
and
the most literature, spreading far
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing! sheet.
as it is meant to be played and as it is played at the
fendants, will, on Saturday, the 12th
of circulars,
wide 8,400,000 copies
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
Vendor's
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
day of March, 1910, at the hour of
House. And only on the Edison
pamphlets and other printed matter
14
Sale
Bill
of
sheet.
Opera
Metropolitan
Delivery,
Range
Deed,
Mortgage
2
o'clock p. m., at the front door of
for the purpose of educating the
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Phonograph do you get Amberol Records.
the court house, in the City of Santa sheet.
The health deBill
sheet.
sheet.
of
Clause,
Sale,
Fe, Santa Fe County, Xew Mexico,
AmBcrolcl.'"- -" The newest Edison, is a wonderful musical in.
partment . e different cities also
to Gather, Drive and
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, 1 2
Authority
to
with
sttument.
more
sell
auction
the
built
at
horn
into
concealed
the highest
than 1,056,000 copies,
public
distributed
the cabinet of this roost beautiful piece of furniture. It comes in
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- 6heet.
and best bidder for cash, in accordwhich, with the work done by state
several finishes cf Oak and Mahogany and the price is J200.00. It plays
sheet.
sheet.
corded
Brand,
Option,
both
Edison
Standard
and
Amberol
the
Records.
of
followance
with the said decree, the
health, brings
departments
Anv Edison dealerwiil be glad to play foryou the Slezak Records on
sheet.
to Gather, Drive and
Xotice of Protest.
Authority
number of pieces distributed during
the Amberola hear them today. There are Edison dealers everywhere.
described
property,
ing
Owner'"
Xot
of
Animals
Handle
Xotice
Xotaries'
Publication,
Bearing
The
Edison
over
well
to
J200.00
10,000,000.
$12.50
.35
the year
Edison Standard Records
Phonographs
All that mining and smelting prop- Recorded
Edison Amberol Records (play twice as lone) $ .50
sheet.
sheet.
Brand,
largest number of patients treated
Edison Grand Opera Records - .75 and 1.00
erty located at Los Cerrillos, Santa
sheet.
Brand.
of
sheet.
Certificate
was
the
Warranty Deed,
dispenthe
by
Get complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.
year
during
Fe County, Xew Mexico, constituting
sheet.
sheet.
Contract.
Claim Deed,
Sheep
Quit
National Phonograph Co.. 75 Laketide Avenue, Orange, N. J.
saries, where 61,586 patients were giva smelter, and also the following
for Bounty for Killing
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Application
en free treatment and advice. The
mines or mining claims located in
Wild Animals.
sheet.
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
sanatoria and hospitals treated
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said
APPORTIONto
CERTIFICATE
OF
on
First
Colfax
at
church
Baptist
sheet.
sheet.
Sale
and
Deed,
Criminal,
while
Bond,
Appeal
Bargain
patients,
The Tom
MENT OF SCHOOL FUNDS. November 10, 1909, and served until County and Territory:
sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Bond,
associations assisted 16,968.
Appearance
'
the latter part of May, 1909. A clash Payrte Mining Claim, The Golden
sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
New York state leads in the antiI, J. V. Conway, superintendent of came on June 7, 1909, when English Eagle Mining Claim, The Sukie Min-ansheet.
sheet.
Butchers' Bond,
(J.
P.),
tuberculosis work done during the schools of Santa Fe county, New
others, acting in conjunction with ing Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining
Bond of Appearance,
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of Li(District
past year, having spent more money, Mexico, do hereby certify that I have the trustees of the church, adopted Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
2
sheet.
sheet.
censes,
distributed more literature and treat- duly
Court),
$2,270.80, two thou- resolutions to discredit their pastor, The Santiago Mining Claim, together
apportioned
sheet.
state.
other
Justice
more
than
Report,
Quarterly
ed
any
patients
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
sand, two hundred and seventy dol- also making statements that he was with all improvements thereon; also
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
Pennsylvania comes next and Massa- lars, and eighty cents. The total not fit to preach, that he is not an thirty-fiv- e
Application for License, 2 sheet
acres of land, more or less,
sheet.
Criminal
chusetts is third. The next seven number of school age is 5,677, the rate ordained minister of the gospel and
sheet.
Complaint,
Retail Liquor License.
j the southeast quarter of Section 18,
states are Illinois, Maryland, New
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
Notice of Conveyance,
scholar is .40, which i" apportion- could not legally perform the cere Township 14 North, Range 8 East.
per
sheet.
sheet.
Jersey, California, Colorado, Connec ed to the several school districts as mony of marriage, also declaring that
plaint,
of
Santa
Fe,
Deed,
City
Also two dwelling houses, one ofForcible Entry and Detainer, Sumticut and Ohio.
follows:
he is a faker.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet.
fice
and assay building, safe, desks, mons, 4 sheet.
of
the past
The first row of figures is number
Although the survey
It is also charged that Buss was at-Application for Marriage License,
sheet.
frnm Viie hnmo rn chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
Replevin Bond,
year's work shows that much has been of district; second, ! number of schol tnpL-or- l and
sheet.
.
i.
T
implements; one bin house with
iu
Execution Forcible Entry and Deji
done, the reports from all parts of the
Certificate of Birth, 4 sheet.
' crusher' ""
moone
one
elevator,
sheet.
and friends and threatened with great
tainer,
sheet.
country indicate that next year the total.
Certificate of Depth,
;
one roller,
amount of money to be expended, and
sheet.
38.40 'bodily harm after being beaten and tor 13
38.40
96
Writ,
Replevin
14
Xotices,
Butchers'
Shipping
one screen, 3 feet
sheet.
the actual number of pp.ients that
81
32.40 bruised, and that, to save himself and one crushes,
32.40
Replevin Affidavit,
sheet.
will be treated will be more than
344
137.60
137.60 his wife from continued attack, he'0? 10 two sampling machines; one
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Promissory Xotes, 25c per pad.
nain elevator; one engine, 30 horse-t- o sheet.
double that of the past year. For
38.00
95
(38.00 was compelled to call peace officers
Receipts, 25c per pad.
horse-powe89
35.60
35.60
appropriations have
Ince, special
sheet.
disrjerse the mob. of which, it is power; two boilers, 60
Warrant,
sheet.
Cost Bond,
enone
with
heater
been made in the various municipali36.00 alleged, the defendants were mem- - "e feed pump;
90
36.00
sheet.
Commitment,
Blanks.
Spanish
one blower; one
ties for next year's
69.20 ters,
69.20
173
gine, 75 horse-powesheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
Auto
de
Arresio.
pliego.
adIn
64.40
shovels,
64.40
work, aggregating $3,976,500.
161
dynamo; one force pump;
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
4
de
Auto
Prision,
pliego.
dition to these appropriations over 9
supelectric
steel
35.60
35.60
89
substitools,
4
bars,
coffee
picks,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Probably the greatest
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
lead furnace; one
34.00 tute yet produced is that now known plies; one 100-to$4,000,000 has been set aside by the 10
34.00
85
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
1 4
de XombramieLto,
.Certificado
n
setdifferent state legislatures for the 11
63.20
63.20 to grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
copper-furnac158
pots,
slag
sheet.
next
tuberculosis
pliego.
12
18.80
18.80 Health Coffee. It actually goes a tling pots, bullion moulds, wheelbar47
campaign against
sheet.
Execution,
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
21.60
21.o0 third farther than all others, and be- rows; steam, water and air pipe; slag
54
year. Besides these sums, a large 13
sheet.
Summons,
Oficial y Juramento, 12
number of the present existing in- 14
Fianza
55.20 sides it is "made in a minute."
55.20
138
one motor, 15
No elevator building;
sheet.
Subpoena,
stitutions and associations are plan- 15
40.00
40.00 20 or 30 minutes tedious boiling is at Lorse-powe100
pliego.
blacksmith's shop and
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet.
and
of
their
work,
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, 12
26.00
26.00
65
enlargements
ning
16
matte
blacksmith
tools,
anvil,
house,
4
Pure
all
toasted
sheet.
grains,
necessary.
Capias Complaint,
new organizations are being formed 17
34.00 malr. Tints, etc.. have been so cleverlv bellows, crusher: motor,
34.00
85
pligeo.
15 horse- sheet.
Search Warrant,
daily.
86.40 blended as to
18
86.40
216
de
Contrato
pliego,
- power; reverbatory furnace building;
Partido,
sata
wonderfully
give
School Blanks.
19
32.40
32.40
81
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
true genuine coffee flavor and reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime
isfying,
64.80
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet.
162
64.80
Documento Garantizado,
The tender leaves of a harmless 20
pliego.
iron
And not a grain of real coffee kiln; dust flume with
taste.
22.80
22.80
sheet.
57
Teachers' Certificate,
de Blenes Muebles,
mountainous shrub, give 21
Hipoteca
is used. 100 cups, 25c. Sold by Frand stock; one railroad scales, one wagon
26.S0
26.8o
67
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2 pliego.
to Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy its mar- 22
scale, and three platform scales; one
Andrews.
25.60
25.60
64
sheet.
Documento de Hipoteca,
two
Tight, 23
pliego.
velous curative properties.
and
water
stone
tank
cooler;
24
28.00
70
28.00
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
extensa.
Documento
Garantizado,
iron water tanks; water pipe connectCONFLICT ST RATED OVER
tickling coughs, quickly yield to the 25
36.40
91
36.40
Contract between Directors and Tea- forma entera, full sheet.
MINERAL CLAIMS. ing with town water works; also pipe
healing, soothing action of this splen- 26
30.40
30.40
76
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
did prescription Dr. Shoop's Cough
line connecting with spring on Wil-liso- chers, 4 sheet.
31.20
31.20
78
27
sheet. uno.
Oaths of School Director,
one-hamile in
on In- to
about
Locate
Remedy. And it is so safe and good 28
The
property
Right
Dispute
28.40
28.40
71
of
Certificate
of apportionment
Formula de Enumeracion, 2 pliego.
for children, as well. Containing no 29
dian Reservation Near
length; one frame barn; also various
36.00
36.00
90
School
sheet.
Funds,
or
harmful
other
Contrato entre los Directores y Preand
opium, chloroform,
improvements
machinery
mining
Spokane.
26.80
26.80
67
30
4
for
alsheet.
Contract
Fuel,
in
should
on
claims
located
above
named
mothers
safety
pliego.
ceptors,
drugs,
mining
24.'40
24 40
31
61
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet.
13. Conflict and the property of said The ConsolJan.
ways demand Dr. Shoop's. If other 32
Wash.,
Spokane,
Contrato
de
Combustible,
pliego.
16.00
16.00
40
District Clerks' Annual Report,
& Smelting Company.
remedies are offered, tell them No! 33
Documento Sin Garantia.
pliego.
12.00
12.00 of moment has arisen over the right idated Mining
30
Be your own judge! Sold by Stripling-l to locate mineral claims on
the Spo- Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
beins intended to sell all of the sheet.
It
wards,
City
Land Office Blanks.
Burrows
Co.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
962 40 kane Indian reservation, 25 miles property belonging to the defendant,
962.40
1, 2, 3, 4 2406
Homestead Entry,
sheet.
northwest of Spokane, which was the The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
Affidavit,
Caminos, 25c.
$2270.80 scene of a lively stampede by rival , Company, of whatever kind or charac-J- .
RECLAMATION SERVICE
Totals 5677
$2270.80
V. CONWAY,
syndicates eight years ago. Captain ter, save and except such property as sheet.
ENGINEER MAKES FILING,
Libros de Recibo de Capitacion, 50
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
superintendent was by the decree of foreclosure ren- en un libro, 25c.
County School Superintendent. John McA. Webster,
full
sheet.
j of the reserve, announces in a circu- aered in the above cause found by the
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
Seeks Water Rright for More Than
of
Claimant, 100 en un
Proof, Testimony
from
his
cure
that
to
lar
letter
instructions
to
will
Flatdecreed
on
the
Court
and
Acres
Remedy
Thousand
Kidney
Foley's
belong
libro, 75c.
Fifty
full
sheet.
head Reservation.
any case of kidney or bladder trouble the government include action for the Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
Eleccion de Directores
de
Libros
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of de
that is not beyond the reach of medi- - removal of all mineral locators as 'New Mexico, and reference to said
4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
Escuela,
full sheet.
It invigorates the entire sys-- ! trespassers, while United States Sen- - cree is hereby made for a description Applicant,
y 40c.
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 13 H. N
Deposition of Witness.
so ' ator Wesley L. Jones of Washington, ' 0f said property belonging
tern
the
and
kidneys
to
strengthens
said
United
of
the
chief
Applicacion por Licencia de MatriSavage,
engineer
sheet.
States reclamation service, has' filed they eliminate the impurities from the Says in a letter to L. K. 'Armstrong, tank.
monio, 2 pliego.
full sheet.
Yearly Proof,
water, rights for more than 54,000 blood. Backache, rheumatism, kidney secretary of the Northwest Mining As
Certificado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
Said property will be sold at the
2
Proof.
Final
sheet.
lnal
lne
BOC""on'
acres of land on the Flathead reserva 'Zr.-Zromcersw.me
for
Certificado de Nacimento, 4 pilego.
time
the
and
purlen
place aforesaid,
C'
r.;,M
Contest Notice,
erai land omce and the Indian omce pose of satisfying the said plaintiff
sheet.
&n.
tion in western Montana, which will
de Falleclmentos
y
Reglstracion
Affidavit to be filed before contest, Muertes, 25c.
be opened to settlement next spring. taking at once and avoid Bright s Dis- have informed him there Is nothing and tne owners or holders of the
ease
all
Sold
and
Diabetes.
by
in the mining laws of the United bonds and coupons of said defendant,
sheet
The water is taken mainly from Pend
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
States to prevent prospecting on the The consolidated Mining & Smelting
Affidavit of Contest Against
Oreille river, the filing calling for
Civil, $4.
unallotted lands. The reservation is j Coinrjany, outstanding, amounting to
sheet.
100,000 cubic feet a second, which will
Entryman,
Prices.
INSTITUTES
Notice of Intention to make final
reclaim 50,000 acres. The rest is from PREACHER SUIT FOR DAMAGES. a tempting field, because of the num- th.' sum of two hundred and sixty-si- x
Each. Per Doz. Per 100.
erous heavy veins of gray copper, thousand dollars ($2G6,000),
sheet.
Mud creek, a small stream in the Mis
$ .25
$ .10
$1.75
and proof,
sheet
Additional Entry,
sion mountains. To obtain the water
sheet.
2
2.50
high grade silver, and depos- which said sum, together with inter.35
carrying
sheet . . . .10
His Character Was DeThat
Claims
1 2
320 Homestead
of tungsten and other minerals in est thereon at the rate of six per cent
of the Pend Oreille river it will be
its
4.00
.65
. . .
.10
Entry,
full
sheet
famed by Members of Hia
100 assorted blanks take the 100
necessary to drive several tunnels,
quantity, with low grade copper, sli per annum from the date of said de- sheet.
Church.
ver and lead, but so far the reserva- - cree until paid, was decreed to be a
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap price.
and the water will be raised several
hundred feet by turbines to get it to
Size of Blanks.
first lien upon the property herein- plicant, full sheet.
sheet.
or
of
the arable land. The rights reserved Herbert G. Buss, deposed
4
Relinquishment,
development
properties
before described, together with the
f"011
sheet, 7x8
of
pastor
sheet.
Township Plats,
by the government is that the water is First Baptist church of Colfax, Wash., which would mean millions of dollars costs herein to be taxed, and other
inches.
sheet, 8
to be used for power and irrigation and his wife, Virginia A. Buss, now LO lne weallfl proaucuon 01 eastern allowances, expenses and disburseTownship Plats, full sheet.
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
General Blanks.
purposes. Advices from Kalispell are residents of Kansas City, Mo., have in-- Washington in a few years,
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
Signs, Card Board.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
that practically all the claims drawn stituted an action for $101,500 dam--!
15c each.
the Court; and the undersigned Spe"For Rent"
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
at Uncle Sam's lottery last August ages in the United States circuit! FORMER SECRETARY
cial Master, for the purpose of satis10c each.
"Board"
will be taken up by actual settlers court here against F. M. English andj
F NEW MEIXCO. fying said decree, and by virtue of the
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
10c each.
"For Sale" .
El Paso. Texas, Jan. 13. Lorion euthority vested in him, will, at the
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz. "Lodging" .
12 nrominent residents of CMfav Tt.l
during the present year.
10c each.
Official Bond,
sheet.
is charged that the defendants con-- 1 Miller, former secretary and acting time and place in this Notice speci25c each.
"For Rent or Sale"
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure "No Smoking"
.'.10c each.
A Valuable Book for Women Free,
spired with trustees of the church to governor of New Mexico, died Tues- fied, offer for sale and sell at public
defame the character of Buss and his day night In a local hospital, follow- auction to the highest bidder for cash, of Mortgage, full sheet.
"Furnished Rooms for Light
Any woman who possesses a
aa abdominal operation. He was In accordance with the terms of said
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
25c each.
of "Mrs. Pinkham's Text Book wife, also assaulting and ousting them lnS
Housekeeping" .
from their parsonage, compelling born in Charles county, Maryland, decree, the said real and personal
Letters of Guardianship, 2 sheet. "Board and Lodging"
25c each.
upon the Ailments Peculiar to Wo
them to defend themselves from un- - April 4, 1857, and graduated from property,
sheet. "Minor's Law" .
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
each.
...,50c
men," has at hand such information
warranted arrests and criminal ac- - Maryland college. He moved to WarLetters of Administration, 2 sheet. "Livery Law"
f
F. J. OTERO,
50c each
as may save her serious illness or If
a contract with the
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Special Master.
she is ill. it will give her an Intelli tions, abrogating
"English Marriage Laws" ..50c each,
and,
forcing their dechurch,
finally,
sheet.
"Spanish Marriage Laws" ...50c each.
gent understanding of her case and parture from the state of WashingLetters Testamentary, 2 sheet.
For
stomach
and
all
Indigestion
suggest a cure. This valuable 80 ton on account of the scandal and resnuum
Know
iBiwerebieu aim
Declaration in Assumpsit. 2 sheet.
fthnnt. thn wntxlprful
troubles take Foley's Orlno Laxative.
Rev. I. W. Williams Testifies.
page bound text book is not an adver- proach heaped upon them.
iMARVEL Whirling Spray It Is the natural
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note
I. W. Williams, Huntington, W.
Rev.
for
indigesremedy
tiselng pamphlet, and is only obtain
H.
William
Colonel
Plummer, who
sheet.
Best il oit conven
tion,
bad
dyspepsia,
able by mail or at Mrs. Pinkham's lab appears as counsel for
Va., writes us as follows: "This is to
heartburn,
ient. It cleaneea
Buss, says
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet. certify that I used Foley's Kidney
breath, sick headache, torpid liver,
nstantly,
oratory. It will be mailed in plain en the complainant was regularly ordain-- i
of Mortgage, 2 sheet. Remedy for nervous exhaustion and
biliousness
Ask your drngfrltt for It,
and
habitual
Assignment
to
constipation.
woman
free
velope absolutely
any
ed a minister of the gospel of the If he cannot supply the
2
sheet.
Orlno
sweetens
Lease,
Laxative
the
Foley's
Pink-hano
accept
MARVEL,
who will write to The Lydia E.
kidney trouble and am free to say
Baptist church on November 12, 1905, other,
tint send itamp (or
stomach and breath, and tones' up the
Lease of Personal Property,
that
Med. Co., Lynn, Mass., asking for and has since then and is now en- IlliiAtrated book ftpaipri Ttntwi
Foley's Kidney Remedy will do
full nartlcnliirs and direction, in.
entire alimentary system. Sold by all sheet
all that you claim for It." Sold by all
to ladles. MXItVKL CO,
it.
gaged in church work. He was called valuable
44 Kwi Sd Street, SEW YViiK.
sheet.
druggists.
Chattel Mortgage,
druggists.
j
i
2

j

2

j

2
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FORTY-SEVE-

Minor City Topics.
Mr-

-

PHONE

HATWAHU'S MAH Ki

92.

N-9i

(Continued From Page Two.)
Zook's Pharmacy will he located in

15th, 1910.

Watch
This
WARDS

PHONE

NO. 92.

,

1

PHONE
NO. 92.

ESSSSnZS

No.

4

No.

4

GKOCERY AND BAKERY

So 30

entire change

in

the vaudeville

pro-

gram at the Elks theater tonight. Miss
Lartigue and Miss Burch will be
heard in several new songs. Miss
.
Lartigue will doubtless be remembered by many residents here who saw
--her several years ago in Sant
Fe
when she appeared as "Baby Lillian."
Several comic Irish songs will be
sung tonight. The doors will- open at
7:15 p. m. and the performance will
at S p. m.
begin
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRST
Educational Board to Meet The
CLASS.
ALL'KIND OF BREAD, PIES.
territorial board of education will meet
CAKE, COOKIES, WAFERS etc.. ON HAND
at 2 o'clock next Friday January 21,
AT ALL TIMES. AND WE WILL FILL
at the offices of the board of educaYOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING SPECIAL
tion in the Capitol. Two of the members of the board will be absent, Gov- j ernor
Curry being away and Brother
Hermes' death leaves a vacancy. Sec
retary Jaffa will preside at the meetN.o
Phone
4.
ing at which will be discussed many
subjects including the proposed granting of credits in certain subjects to
teachers for completing reading circle
TAKE A JOY RIDE ON
work; to consider the 100 or more
applications for teacners' licenses,
Tin Health Merry-Go-Rou- nd
and to discuss the contents of the
AX 00 RDOVA'S ON GALISTEO STREET county institute manual for 1910. The
&
Prof. FLAVIO SILVA Proprietor
board will probably take some action
in recognition of the educational serv5c A Ride 5c.
TeleohoneNo I4tt Red
ices of the late Brother Hermes,
HOURS-Week7
9
to
m.
p.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Sunday 1 to 9 p.m.
president of St. Michael's college.

7 Bars Diamond "C"

6
9

25 c

-

" Pear White " "Teepee" a good
soap

25c
25c

Dont

Forget!

1

F. ANDREWS

ft.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

MILK

day

THOUSAND
PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS.

measurements of waters in the riv- DROPPED DEAD AT
ers, ditches, etc., was under the diPRAYER MEETING.
rection of C. H. Neal, C. E., who with
c nnn
Ic Fnrnllmpnt In hlAtv M n w
two assistants and ten observers
(Continued From "age One.)
Pupils in Private and Parochial
made the record of the use of water
Schools.
along this system. In the 170 miles of Crichton enlisted in the 0th Iowa inthis stream system there were loO fantry and served in the loth army
Superintendent of Public Instruc- ditches each of which had a wier or corps under the command of
Major
tion James E. Clark, today issued
device and 21 gages were General John A. Loean. eallantly
some interesting statistics on the measuring
established on the river channel along and meritoriously
in the
public schools in the Territory. The its course. The results of the wier battles of Shiloh, taking partMissionVickburg,
Hi
tot
enrollment of public school pu- measurements
cover five sheets of ary Ridge, and the fights in the Atpils is 47,000 and that of mission, 2x3 feet in size while
the records of lantic campaign. In 1862 he was proparochial and private schools is 6,000
flow in the rivers cover eight moted from sergeant to first lieutenthe
making 53,000 in all.
sheets of the same size together with ant. For a while served as aide de
That these figures will doubtless be
three shets showing tabulated list of camp on the staff of General John M.
increased at an enormous rate from
hero of Altoona Pass.
j Corse, the
irrigated land and owners.
year to year may be ascertained when
The special feature of the whole Later he was appointed by General
it is remembered that the number of
Sherman as special commissary of
persons from 5 to 21 years of age in survey is the accuracy with which the
the Territory in 1906 was 78,000; in observations and calculations were subsistence to feed the destitute peo-- !
Yazoo and Hinds counties, Mis-- j
1907 it was 84,894; in 1908, 93,894, made. The areas which were checked pie of
sissippi, after the surrender of Vicks-- '
to less than one per cent.
and in 1909, 98,424.
burg. He was honorably mustered
This makes an increase of over
Among other results obtained by out of
the service October 26, 1864. As
in three years, but in view of the this survey was the determination of
honorable as was his army
clean
and
rumors that the census of 1906 show- the loss of seepage above the inlet
life so too was iiis career as a citizen,
was
of
a "generous one'' it is canal
the United States reclamaing 78,000
assumed that the increase is even tion service Hondo project. It was His loss will be distinctly felt by the
entire community, though his memory
greater, and considering that the cen- found that something like 12,000 acre will ever
linger as a standard of ideal
sus of other territories and states is feet were lost between what is known
taken on the basis of 5 to IS years of as the Diamond A ranch and the inlet citizenship.
The funeral arrangements have not
age, the figures will show about as canal.
been completed, but will be anyet
of
school
attendance
high percentage
The total cost of survey was approx- nounced in these columns in due time.
in proportion to the population as is
imately $7,000.00. This cost is assessRev. Deraches' Tribute.
to lie found anywhere.
ed to each water right holder on the
"I am greatly shocked to hear of
The number of teachers employed basis of the amount
of water adjuMr. Crichton's death," said Father
is 126S.
dicated to him.
Deraches today.
"He was a neighOther Figures.
bor of mine and I learned to admire
Other interesting figures furnished
TOO MANY BUTTONS GIVE
his fine character. His loss will be
by Professor Clark are as follows:
THIEF A CHANCE. felt in this
Expenditures $700,000; $14.00 per
city in which he lived so
many years and won the esteem of
capita on basis enrollment.
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 13. Wom- so many men."
Value of school property $1,000,000.
Bonded indebtedness $000,000.
an's fad of having several hundred
Nine educational institutions, as folbuttons down the back of her dress HUNDREDS OF APPLICANTS
lows:
TO BE EXAMINED
gave a fine chance to a clever thief
University, value of property
Normal school $90,000; Normal incidentally a man is repeating over
and over again: What's the use? A By the State Medical Board for PerUniversity $90,000;
mission to Practice in the
Normal School, $30,000; Mil.'tary In- certain wifey in this city, not yet rich
maid
to
called
a
have
State of Washington.
enough
up
stitute $200,000; School of Mines
over the phone to request him
hubby
Wash., Jan. 13. One hunSpokane,
Agricultural College $250,000;
School for Blind $25,000; School for to kindly close his office for the space dred and eighteen applicants, repreof a few minutes and repair to his senting every state and territory in
Deaf $25,000. Total value $930,000.
home
where he would have the pleas- the union, South America, Mexico and
Annual territorial expenditure
for
ure of buttoning his other half's dress. Japan, are in Spokane to be exammaintenance $160,000.
However, hubby was extremely busy ined by the state medical board for
and, forgot all about it. But the lady permission to practice in the state of
ELMER E. STUDLEY
The Japanese are tak- HAS RESIGNED. had to attend a party and when hub- Washington.
by failed to show up, she decided ing the examinations through inter- that her best would have to be worn preters, but those from the Latin re-- j
(Continued From Page One)
even though she would have publics are discussing the various olo-- j
.j anyway,
to ask a neighbor to do the button- gies, isms and other kinks in English.
tion states. The survey of the land
ing. Of course, the neighbor was The subjects range from anatomy to
which was made by J. W. Lewis, civil
obliging. But it took some twenty toxicology. The examining board i3
engineer, took nearly eight months to minutes to finish the job. In the headed
by Dr. F. P. Witter of Spokane
complete with a very effective squad meantime events in the form of a who
that the applicants are betsays
of field men. The topographical sur- - housebreaker moved swiftly.
With ter educated and of wider knowledge
47
sheets which show the dress
vey consists of
carefully buttoned up wifey than any that have appeared before
the alignment of all ditches and riv- returned to her castle just in time to the board in
years. Among the apers, location of all gages and weirs, see a gentleman thief retreat through plicants are several veterans in the
houses, field divisions, roads, fences, the backyard laden heavily. There is science of healing, who were' recogetc., and gives the acreage in each little left in the house that would at- nized practitioners in the eastern and
field.
The length of this survey ex- tract the attention of another burg- middlewestern states before most of
tending from the White mountains to lar. Hubby, of course, is to blame for the others were out of their swadthe north of the Hondo river was one it all. Moral: If your wife's buttons dling clothes. Three of them are
intefere with your business, give up graduates of the foremost universihundred and seventy miles.
The hydrographic survey, or the business.
ties in Europe and America.
'.

the Claire Motel, formerly occupied by
the pool hall, on and after January

Fifteen Club Meeting The Fifteen
club w ill meet with .Mrs. Jacob Welt-- j
nier tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. Boyle will preside,
i
The two story residence on Palace
avenue recently occupied by Colonel
'
Prichard and family is for rent. Application should be made to Mr. Ro-- !
mulo Martinez, near the premises.
Train Report Santa Fe trains are
First No. 1,
reported as follows:
0:10; Second No. 1, C:30; Nos. 7 and
4, on time: No. 9. 1 a. m.. and No. 8,
11 D. m. The Mexico Central on time
and the Denver and Rio Grande one
hour late.
Tomor
Examinations
Midwinter
row at the high school at nine o'clock
will commence the examinations of
teachers for county certificates of all
The examinations will congrades.
tinue all day Friday and Saturday.
There are about fifteen applicants for
certificates.
County Superintendent
John V. Conway will be in charge.
Arrested for Using Gun Candido
Padilla, former county clerk of Torrance county has been arrested and
put under a five thousand dollar bond
for shooting a man named Gomez.
The shooting occurred at Willard at
a marriage celebration an dwas done
in honor of the wedding.
The bullet,
however, entered a house striking
Gomez.
Change of Bill There will be- an
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STORE OF
QUALITY

-to- -Measwe

One-Fift- h

The American Ladies' Tailoring Co., Chicago,
authorizes u- s- as their local agentsto make
this January announcement.
We have their mammoth Fashion Portfolio, showing in colors all the cream of the Fall
and Winter Styles. And we have samples
of 180 of the very most popular fabrics.
We will have any garment, in any fabric,
made to your individual measure. And we
will give you a discount of 20 percent from
the marvelously low prices we have been
quoting all season.
THINK WHAT THIS MEANS
f

As most of you know, we have been selling these garments, made

to individual measure, at but little more than ready-madprices
We have taken your measurements, and have had the garments
made to fit your figure, style and individuality.
r
We have given you all the
effects the highest, class
in fit. All this at half
workmanship the utmost in
the usual ladies' tailor prices.'
fabrics-saNow we offer you the same garments-saworkfiand
h
less
t- at
than before.
manship
We want all of you who prize the utmost ia dress to take advantage of this opportunity.
e

--

man-tailo-

--

me

one-fift-

HA HAH.

J

jp

Ladies Garments
Off

THE

STORE OF
QUALITY

TWO GUARANTEES
On every garment suit, coat or

skirt-- we

will give you two

guarantees.
First, we guarantee absolute satisfaction. If the garment is not
right-n- ot
perfect in fit not all you expect in a tailor-mad- e
need not accept it.
Then we guarantee delivery within two weeks. If we fail by a
single day we Will forfeit an extra ten per cent. The usual delivery
will be made within ten days,
--

gar-ment-y-

ou

TWO SEASONS' WEAR
These garments are made for at least two seasons' wear.
High-grad- e
materials are used throughout, and the work is all
done by hand.
So this means a chance to get tailor-mad- e
garments, good
for two seasons or more, for
h
less than the lowest prices at
which such garments have ever been sold- one-fift-

E
A $30
SUiT FOR $24
A $20 MADE TO MEASURE COAT FOR $16
MADE-TO-MEASUR-

A $10 M

ADF.-TO-MEAS-

RE SKIRT FOR $ 8

U

style-perfectio- n

me

j

0;

j

fn THE
THE

0

Every other price some higher and some lower-- is reduced
in proportion. '
This offer is apt to be quickly withdrawn by the
American Ladies' Tailoring Co, because of too many
orders. To avoid disappointment, please ccme at once.

ALA ON
SI

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

